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Abstract 
This thesis provides an initial analysis incorporating two different decision fields: aircraft 
repair and end-of-life electronic product recovery.  The relationship between visuals of aircraft 
damage and user manipulation of cost models were studied in relation to their effect on the 
user’s understanding of the decision problem.  The analysis involved using metrics to show the 
understanding of the attributes, tradeoffs needed and any alterations to the preference 
function. Lifecycle analysis was conducted on cellphones in order to understand the impact that 
electronic waste can have on the environment. A multiattribute utility copula approach was 
used in analyzing the behavior of EOL processing activities on the part of an OEM. This decision-
making tool was used in order to incorporate the firm’s preferences while accounting for 
uncertainty with the incoming disposed cellphone feedstock used for demonstration. 
The results generated during this thesis work indicated several important issues. The 
use of damage visuals along with model interaction caused changes in valuation of attributes 
and willingness to make tradeoffs among them. There were also changes in the risk attitudes as 
shown by shifts in the utility curves between studies. This has implications for how visualization 
and interaction can be used to assess and direct risk behavior in many different fields. The 
lifecycle analysis results indicated areas of the cellphone that were most impactful on the 
environment. This baseline estimate also gave insight into possible redesign options based on 
minimization of negative environmental impact. The multiattribute utility copula approach 
results described a process of determining among different specific EOL processing activities. 
The extraction of sub-assemblies was determined as the best decision alternative to recapture 
value at the disposal stage of the product lifecycle. The copula structure can be used to take 
into account a firm’s preferences as well as attribute valuation providing a powerful 
straightforward tool for decision-making under uncertainty in various fields other than 
electronic product recovery options. 
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1. Background and Motivation 
Studies regarding decision-making have found the tendency toward making deviations 
in judgment. This usually results from inadequate decision heuristics, biases affecting judgment 
or lack of adequate information. The issue of uncertainty also plays a large role in the decision-
making process but is not always accounted. This provides the motivation for studying the 
effects of decision-making in two separate fields namely aircraft repair and electronic product 
recovery at the end-of-life. 
The aircraft industry has been undergoing a marked shift in its manufacturing processes 
in order to address the current cost challenges as well as introduce innovation for future 
market competitive needs. The industry trends have been moving for years from the previously 
all primary aluminum airframes to increasingly incorporating greater percentages of carbon 
composite materials.  Commercial aircraft manufacturers such as Boeing and Airbus have been 
working on these types of airframe technology in order to introduce them to market since the 
airframe design choices can have a large impact on costs and maintenance over the service life. 
Advancements in this methodology have resulted in products such as the Boeing 787 and 
Airbus A350 introduced in recent years. These designs contain large percentage of carbon 
composite materials such as carbon-fiber-reinforced polymer material as its primary foundation 
for the airframe. Typically, this design incorporation allows for greater fuel efficiency as well as 
greater strength-to-weight ratio which ideally allows for greater service life. These innovative 
designs also force aircraft repair operators to rethink maintenance protocols and, if needed, 
introduce new methodologies to accommodate the revised designs in order to meet repair  
Repair operations for aircrafts have traditionally centered on replacing damaged areas 
of metal frames with sheet cut-outs composed of either aluminum or titanium alloys. The two 
repair options used are either bolted or bonded repair each with different requirements. Bolted 
repair involves attaching the metal sheet repair patch and securing it onto the damaged area 
via bolts. This method is typically quicker and is typically used for field repairs that require 
reduced repair service turnaround time [1]. Bonded repair is typically more time-intensive with 
specialized materials and processing operations required for preparing and treating the repair 
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patch in order to properly bond it onto the damaged area. The benefit involved is that less 
stress areas are introduced when compared to the bolting technique resulting in a relatively 
stronger repair result. The holes required for the bolts introduce stress concentration areas that 
can lead to cracks in the metal frame later in service life [2]. The introduction of carbon 
composite materials introduces new challenges for repair operators. The traditional repair 
options such as bolted and bonding repairs need to be altered to accommodate compatibility 
with composite materials [1].  The challenges include making repair operations on par with 
those of metal airframes in terms of repair speed and ease of training. There are also issues of 
damage that result from use of composite materials. One of the best examples of composite 
damage would be delamination which is when repeated stresses cause the material to crack 
internally thereby leading to need for repair.  
These issues make aircraft repair for composite materials into a complex decision 
problem and thus a good area for investigating decision-making procedures.  Aircraft repair is 
an area that could yield many insights into decision-making processes due to amount of choices 
as well as necessary human interactions needed for successful operation. Mathematical models 
and visuals could help the decision maker better understand the tradeoffs inherent in the 
problem as relating to repair costs/time as well as overall repair integrity. Furthermore, the use 
of 3D immersive virtual computing environments could greatly aid in exploring multiple repair 
options with real-time data that could be feedback to the operator such as costs incurred by 
potential repair patches chosen or additional stresses incurred by repair option/size of patch. 
Another application could be ease with which new repair operators could be trained in 
different repair methods more quickly thereby streamlining the repair training phase. It is this 
idea of having visuals and information feedback to a decision-maker as well as the influence 
that it would have in making choices that was the basis for this work presented in this section. 
The use of decision heuristics and potential biases as a result of the visuals and feedback was 
one area that also was desired for exploration.  
As consumer electronics become an ever present part of our daily lives, there have been 
increasing concerns on just how to deal with the impact of this sheer volume. Specifically there 
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has been focus on how to address the amount of disposed products at the end of their 
respective product useful lives since this has serious implications for the environmental impact. 
One of the main contributors to this trend is just how quickly more and more advanced models 
are introduced each year subsequently enticing consumers to discard older models in favor of 
newer ones. This has the effect of shortening the product lifecycle, planned or unplanned, 
through every product iteration. 
Product obsolescence typically has a strong influence on affecting the shortening 
lifecycle in consumer electronics particularly three types: Functional, Technical and Planned [3]. 
An example using cellphones, which is the consumer electronics product under focus for this 
project, will be provided. Functional obsolescence would occur if the used product could no 
longer function as stated such as newer technologies having different standards that have to be 
accepted. One example would be network providers mandating a push for new phones to have 
access to 4G networks while phasing out service for 3G only phones. These 3G phones could no 
longer be used as spares on the same network. Technical obsolescence would be where the 
current product gets replaced with a newer product that has technical specifications superior to 
current market and is thus preferred by consumers. Another aspect of technical obsolescence 
would be parts for repair of previous products no longer being available due to the market shift 
towards the superior products and accompanying formats [4]. An example would be the 
relatively recent move from feature cell phones that dealt primarily with call/text/camera 
functionality towards smartphones devised with operating systems. A clear market preference 
for smartphones has led to its rapid adoption. While feature phones still hold some market 
power in terms of sales worldwide, it is clear that smartphones have dominated most sales as 
well as led to third party suppliers for spare parts. Planned obsolescence is when product life is 
specifically designed for a set period of consumer usage. An example of this would be with 
cellphones that have packaged batteries designed with limited charge cycles or when OS 
update support is tied to a certain purchase window such as within 2 years. 
Given the impact of these trends in consumer electronics, it is desired to find a way to 
alleviate the strain of environmental impacts that occur as a result of the used and discarded 
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products. The following sections will address the background of this problem by defining the 
issue of electronic waste, looking at green remanufacturing initiatives as well Design for X 
methods that have been developed to address some of these issues in the product design 
phase. 
1.1 Electronic Waste Background 
The term “electronic waste” or e-waste is in reference to the electronic products that 
have been discarded by the consumers. This designation of what exactly constitutes e-waste 
lacks precision due to the relative newness of this waste trend. The end-of-life (EOL) processing 
infrastructure also varies widely in implementation due to different regional regulations on 
disposal. The method of disposal traditionally used for waste product streams has been to 
either send the products to a landfill or dispose via incineration [5]. E-waste poses a special 
challenge due to both the growing size of the waste stream as well as the hazardous materials 
used in component production. Electronic equipment within the waste stream contains 
materials such as lead, mercury and biphenyls which can have severe consequences for the 
environment if incorrectly processed [6]. Electronic equipment can also be scavenged for 
valuable and reusable materials such as metals and plastics providing the need for efficient 
sustainable EOL processing methods. 
Electronic waste can be classified as municipal solid waste made up of many different 
electronics equipment and their respective sub-assemblies that no longer provide utility 
towards initial consumer. Another term used synonymously with e-waste is Waste Electrical 
and Electronic Equipment (WEEE) that has been used by Europe in for clear classification of 
waste constituents as well as appropriate waste processing procedures among member states. 
According to a European Union Directive, e-waste can be made up of many different products 
such as small/large household appliances, lighting/electrical tooling, medical devices and sports 
equipment to name a few [7]. The historical collection data has shown that the areas of 
greatest waste accumulation come from household appliances, technical business equipment 
and consumer electronics, which account for over 90% of all WEEE [8]. These waste 
components are all product areas that see rapid technological growth and high product 
turnover.  
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Currently, the issue of e-waste is being managed in various ways with infrastructure 
dependent on region. Many countries around the world are increasingly coalescing around the 
idea of producer responsibility as well as “take-back” legislation for used products [9]. 
Essentially this focus means that producers are responsible for the environmental impact of 
their products throughout the lifecycle as well as providing a means for collection of used 
products. The European Union has enacted certain legislation and initiatives to address this 
issue. These policies include the Waste Electrical Electronic Equipment (WEEE) Directive and 
Restriction of Hazardous Substances (RoHS) Directive which together tried to address 
inefficiencies in product lifecycle impacts on the environment [10]. These steps have, over time, 
helped companies bring the issue of lifecycle impacts into the product design phase in order to 
facilitate a lighter environmental footprint. 
The issue of e-waste can also be analyzed by trying to identify relevant stakeholders and 
methods of incentivizing behavior among all parties which is an area of research. There are 
some areas in the world where e-waste collection efforts are small or non-existent [10]. This 
could be due to lack of proper incentive structure. Typically, the main stakeholders are the 
government, consumers and original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) with other smaller 
actors in production/distribution helping in facilitating transfers between these groups. These 
entities can interact and influence each other through legislative policies or public perception. 
For example, the government can levy taxes or fines on improperly disposed electrical and 
electronic equipment in order to force consumers to behave a certain way. Consumers can 
pressure OEMs via public opinion on “green” products to force more sustainable lifecycle and 
lower environmental impacts. Finally, OEMs can influence the government to generate 
favorable actions through lobbying efforts on certain environmental standards for example. 
These are just some of the interactions that can be targets for further research to find optimal 
balance among these entities.  
1.2 Product Lifecycle and EOL Value Recollection 
The typical product lifecycle has focused on an open loop structure starting with raw 
materials and ending with the product being disposed. This structure has been used for a long 
time and has led to the problem of e-waste due to the rapid changes in technology.  A different 
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approach to rectify the issue of waste generation as well as recapture value from the first 
lifecycle pass through involves the closed loop approach. The closed loop lifecycle approach 
involves EOL reprocessing techniques that focus on reuse of the disposed products decreasing 
the amount of waste generated. In the closed loop cycle, the disposed products are sent back 
to earlier lifecycle stages such as resold to the customer or reduced to components for 
production of new products depending on reprocessing technique. This allows for recapture of 
value that would otherwise be lost by disposal. One of the main drivers of e-waste collection is 
centered on how to best to derive value from the disposed product. One method of dealing 
with the e-waste value is by collecting the disposed products via various EOL processing 
techniques. These EOL reprocessing techniques can be focused on either reuse of the entire 
product or extraction of sub-components that could provide use in other related product 
families.  
Remanufacturing activities are focused on product restoration toward a “like-new” 
condition via new or upgraded components [11]. Remanufacturing is typically more involved 
since the “like-new” condition necessitates further activity in disassembly and component 
replacement [12]. These remanufactured products can then be identified and resold often with 
some sort of warranty to back the manufacturers’ confidence in the product. Refurbishing 
activities are somewhat similar to remanufacturing in that the used product is brought back to 
some initial state. Refurbishment is more focused on restoring the used product to a functional 
state somewhat similar to new but typically without warranty whereas remanufactured 
products are considered new often with upgrades rivaling current product iterations [11]. 
Repair and reconditioning activities are focused solely on reviving product functionality only if 
needed in the used product for reuse. These three reprocessing activities allow for value 
collection via reuse of the whole product with little to no overall product alterations. 
Reprocessing techniques can also be focused on component and material reuse for 
value collection. These techniques involve product disassembly with changes in product 
conformation dependent on specific EOL activity. Two types of disassembly methods are used: 
destructive and non-destructive disassembly. Recycling efforts are typically focused on raw and 
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processed material recovery from the used products. The recovered material can then be 
reused within other production lines. These recycling activities often result in destructive 
disassembly which alters the product structure irreversibly meaning there is no other reuse 
functionality available for the product.  
Another reprocessing technique is focusing on reusable sub-assemblies and 
components. Non-destructive disassembly is needed and can be considered either incomplete 
or complete. Incomplete disassembly can be used when sub-assemblies or modules are desired 
for reuse. Complete disassembly takes the product down to its extractable individual 
components which can then be reused for repairs or new production lines. Both of these 
techniques are considered reversible processes so rapid assembly can be performed after 
disassembly if needed. Destructive or non-destructive disassembly techniques can extract great 
value from the disposed products and is widely used. Figure 1.1 briefly summarizes the relation 
of the reprocessing techniques and product lifecycle stages.  
 
Figure 1.1: Closed and Open loop product lifecycle stages 
1.3 Design For “X” Techniques 
The issue of e-waste has a heavy focus on the disposal stage of the product but there is 
growing body of research that is looking at how to incorporate sustainable practices earlier in 
the product lifecycle. There is method of design that aims to address these issues in the product 
design phase known as Design for X. The product design phase is an important area for target 
since many decisions made here will have significant impact on costs and lifecycle impact. 
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Design for X techniques combines elements of value engineering and production optimization 
in order to best meet the stated goals of the product design [13]. Design for X is particularly 
useful in that it forces product designers to think of the use cases as well as lifecycle usage.  
There are many applications of the Design for X methodology in areas assembly, 
disassembly, lifecycle and reliability to name a few. Design for Assembly is concerned with 
design products in such way as to make them easier to assembly and as a result lower 
manufacturing costs [14]. This technique can be considered part of the overall design for 
manufacturing philosophy [15]. Design for Disassembly is another area of study and focuses on 
finding the most efficient path of product disassembly. Design for disassembly has also been an 
area of research for possible product redesign efforts [16]. Design for the Product Lifecycle is a 
design technique focused on maximizing value over the lifecycle while minimizing 
environmental impact and costs [17]. Design for Reliability is concerned with maintaining stated 
product functions over the course of the lifecycle or warranty period [18]. This can be 
important in preventing unnecessary product disposal and facilitating reuse.   
The issue of e-waste is a growing and serious problem that will have severe long term 
consequences if left unchallenged. This project aims to contribute to the research by studying 
the lifecycle impacts of cellphones via a lifecycle analysis. This analysis will allow for 
identification of environmental impacts and generate insight into areas of possible redesign. A 
multiattribute utility copula approach will then be presented to aid in EOL decision making for a 
third-party remanufacturer. 
This thesis will attempt to demonstrate issues regarding less than optimal decision-
making with regards to both aircraft repair and waste electrical and electronic equipment reuse 
planning. Steps to address and mitigate these issues will be presented as well. The rest of this 
thesis will be planned as follows. Chapter 2 will discuss some of the literature around decision 
theory. Chapter 3 will introduce the aircraft repair decision problem and the use of visuals to 
foster greater understanding on the part of the decision maker. Chapter 4 will study cellphones 
and its effects on the environment via a lifecycle analysis. Chapter 5 will use a multiattribute 
utility copula approach to aid an OEM in deciding among EOL alternatives for reprocessing. 
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Chapter 6 will address the overall thesis content with concluding remarks on the main issues 
identified.  
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2. Literature Review 
2.1 Sustainable Production Methods 
The issue of how to address e-waste has grown into a large area of research. Efforts to 
correctly categorize and separate incoming electronic products have increased due to the vast 
differences with incoming feedstock [19]. The use of product material properties has also been 
exploited to aid in collection and recycling efforts. Magnetic separation techniques have been 
developed in order to divide ferrous materials such as copper alloys [20]. 
Another area in tackling e-waste is within the product design phase. A large body of 
work has centered on the Design for X philosophy. Boothroyd introduced concepts in the design 
for manufacturing and assembly method that quantified how decisions made in early phases 
can have a compounding effect in later lifecycle stages such as costs [21]. Design for assembly 
incurs great initial costs as well as material choices which can inform how the products will be 
collected at the end of life [22]. Design for disassembly is another design choice that has been 
researched in fields such as disassembly sequence optimization or redesign criteria [23-27]. The 
design of products for a certain life and planning the EOL activities accordingly has also been 
researched in order to try and addresses these issues with a systems-level approach [28-30].  
Green design methods are an area of research that deals with not just sustainable 
production but the policies and stakeholders interactions [31]. Efforts have been made to 
codify the green design via framework principles [32]. Tools have been developed through 
collaboration to identify critical areas within an industry that lack sustainable performance [33]. 
Supply chain management has been identified as an area with potential for greater 
improvement following green design principles. Metrics such as green supply chain 
management (GSCM) scores are used in order to focus on better alignment [34]. Organizational 
efficiency has been identified as another focus when designing supply chains with green 
principles [35-36].   
2.2 Utility Theory and Copula Structure 
A body of research has been grown around the concept of decision-making and why 
certain decisions might not be made with the best quality. Tversky and Kahneman introduced 
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the idea that there were heuristics and certain biases made that affected the decision both in 
frame and outcome [37]. Decision heuristics or informal rules made to ease the cognitive load 
of decision making. Some instances these decision heuristics such as availability have led to 
increased recall [38]. Other times these decision heuristics lead to misrepresentation of the 
decision problem and adversely affect estimations of frequency and risk [39-41]. Cognitive 
biases are another way of describing how judgment deviates from the correct outcome. Biases 
formed such as representative bias can adversely affect perceptions of base rates leading to 
suboptimal judgments [42-43]. 
Utility theory is a body of literature within decision theory that seeks to explain and aid 
decision-making. Keeney and Raiffa describe the methodology of analyzing problems with 
conflicting objectives and decision preferences [44-45].  Multiattribute utility functions offer a 
method of evaluating decision tradeoffs while incorporating user preferences [46-47]. The 
axioms provided by von Neumann and Morgenstern offered a method of evaluating choices 
under uncertainty [48].  One of the criticisms of the utility function approach is due to the utility 
independence condition that must be tested [49-50]. There are two approaches to the issues 
presented with this condition. One involves reassessing the decision problem to resolve this 
issue in order to maintain utility independence and the other is to incorporate this dependence 
relationship within the problem. The issue is that attributes tend to affect the decision maker’s 
preferences resulting in utility dependence and more difficult decision problem to evaluate. 
Utility copulas have been developed in order to address this issue of utility dependence among 
attributes. The copula structures can be manipulated in order to generate the additive or 
multiplicative utility functions [51]. This thesis work will be focused on the multiplicative form 
in order to incorporate attribute preference interaction effects while future work will study the 
additive form as well. 
2.3 Current Research Approaches to Address Electronic Waste 
There have been steps to address and mitigate the issue of e-waste in the literature 
such as through electronics disassembly planning. Lambert described methods of generating 
optimal disassembly sequences via linear programming techniques [52]. This procedure allowed 
for the creation of modular sub-assemblies of products that can be used for planning 
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sequences. Graph theory has been another topic of research with uses in disassembly planning 
with use cases involving AND/OR graphs, Direct graphs and Petri Nets [53]. A system of modular 
design planning via creation of separate functioning sub-assemblies constituting the overall 
electronics product has been proposed to aid in recycling and reuse efforts [54]. Lifecycle 
assessments methods have been constructed and applied using a systems approach with 
input/output factors and resultant consequences on costs and impact [55].  
The techniques mentioned each work well at addressing elements of the e-waste 
decision problem while leaving room for further work. One of the areas that need to be 
addressed in the literature is looking into high-volume electronics such as cellphones or 
computers and the impact of the specific production processes. This thesis work plans to add to 
the literature by using the lifecycle approach on the specific problem of cradle-to-gate 
production impact of the cellphone in order to gain a baseline estimate for this particular 
industry.  
Another issue that hasn’t been as well documented in the literature body is how to best 
determine among reprocessing alternatives in the disposal stage while taking into account 
attribute dependence relationships and the inherent uncertainty. This specific decision problem 
is at least partially addressed with a solution presented as a contribution from this work. The 
multiattribute copula approach demonstrated in this thesis is used to address the issue of how 
an OEM can decide among various EOL recovery options in mitigating e-waste while 
maintaining firm preferences and uncertainty involved. The copula structure results are shown 
to relate to the lifecycle assessment conclusions. 
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3. Aircraft Repair Decision Problem 
The work presented in this section represents a demonstration phase that would be 
further refined in a virtual computing environment where more robust visual representations 
and feedback could allow for much greater immersion for a decision-maker. The goal was to 
show an example using a small group of decision-makers and how they would operate in a 
representation of aircraft repair situations to inform the construction of repair environment in 
a virtual computing environment. This data would then hopefully be used as a possible baseline 
to better explore and understand the combination of mathematical modeling and visual 
feedback within a 3D immersive virtual computing environment.  
The main goal of this chapter is to get a sense of how visuals relevant to the decision 
problem and informative mathematical modeling can affect the decision-maker with regards to 
initial attribute valuation, willingness to make tradeoffs among the attributes and alterations in 
risk attitude. The decision problem is narrow in scope by only looking at identifying and 
attempting to quantify user’s reaction and understanding of aircraft repair attributes as it 
relates to willingness to make tradeoffs and any changes in risk attitudes. One of the main 
conclusions presented in this chapter is the effect that the damage visuals and cost model 
interactions had on the user’s risk attitudes via shifts in utility functions such as from concave 
risk averse to convex risk seeking behavior. This result has implications in the field of decision 
theory since typically utility functions are generated and assumed to remain valid for the 
evaluation of the decision problem. This issue of visual feedback affecting the structure of the 
utility function along with insights into risk attitude changes is an interesting addition to the 
utility theory literature. This chapter will be divided as into two sections. Section 1 will 
introduce the decision problem and how the experimental study was conducted. Section 2 of 
this chapter will discuss the results generated as well as insights derived.  
3.1 Aircraft Repair Experimental Study Introduction 
The experimental demonstration study was divided into two main groups: Traditional 
and Enhanced Traditional. This division was to isolate the effect that the visuals and interaction 
might have on the participants. The repair decision scenario content between Traditional and 
Enhanced Traditional were kept the same although the Enhanced Traditional setting included 
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more descriptive visuals of damage/repair as well as interactive attribute cost models/graphs 
that participants could use to help with decision making. Subjects participated in both groups 
when possible and responses would be compared between Traditional and Enhanced 
Traditional settings.  There were nine undergraduate/graduate students in various engineering 
disciplines who participated in the Traditional group setting and seven of those students went 
on to the Enhanced Traditional group setting.  
The first step involved each participant viewing an introduction powerpoint to help 
participants understand the concept of aircraft repair and some of the background issues that 
necessitate such repair such as different sources of damage.  This also ensured that participants 
were coming into decision-making process on relatively equal terms. The subjects were then 
introduced to three repair options: Bolted, Composite Bonding and Quick Composite Bonding 
with advantages and disadvantages associated with the respective repair option. Four 
generalized attributes were chosen for use in order to help the decision-makers (students) 
decide on a course of repair of a particular scenario. The four attributes were repair material 
costs ($), repair downtime (hours), added service life (years) and repair weight added (lbs).  
These attributes were also converted to costs and value estimates were shown in table form to 
give subjects some idea of repair option value differences. After the introduction powerpoint 
phase, the participants moved onto the traditional group powerpoint phase. The total time for 
the introduction phase was about 15-20 minutes per participant. 
The Traditional group powerpoint phase involved the introduction of four decision 
scenarios that involved a damaged airframe. The sources of damage included two from an 
environmental source and two from a human source. These four repair decision scenarios 
would require the participant to observe the four attributes and potential tradeoffs and then 
choose a repair option among the three that were described based on the subject’s own 
understanding of the decision problem and repair options. The total time for the traditional 
group setting was about 25-30 minutes per participant. 
After the subjects looked through both the introduction and Traditional powerpoint 
presentations, they were given a questionnaire in order to really assess how well they 
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understood the decision problem as provide a basis of comparison with the Enhanced 
Traditional Group.  The first five questions were used to get the subjects’ repair choices as well 
as understanding of when each repair was best used. This was done by choosing an 
attribute/characteristic that had only one repair as a right answer as set by the decision 
problem. Figure 3.1 shows one questionnaire example that tested for user understanding of the 
decision problem. 
 
Figure 3.1: Questionnaire section focusing on user understanding of decision problem 
The rest of the questionnaire was split into three sections each governed by a hypothesis about 
the decision problem and different methods of quantifying user decision making. 
The first section had questions that dealt with the how well subjects understood 
tradeoffs among attributes and relationship among the attributes. This was done by using an 
evaluation scale from 1 to 10 with region 1-4 denoting a negative relationship, 5-6 denoting a 
neutral relationship and 7-10 denoting a positive relationship.  The questions had relationships 
defined so that subjects’ overall mean value responses for each question could be compared 
against the actual relationship as well as after the Enhanced Traditional portion of the study. 
Negative relationship was defined as increasing/decreasing one attribute decreased/increased 
the other respectively while positive relationship was defined as increasing/decreasing one 
attribute would increase/decrease the other respectively. A neutral relationship would mean 
no attribute affects the other.  The participant answered each question using the scale to 
determine the degree of strength in the attribute relationship. Figure 3.2 shows an example of 
the type of questions used as well as scale used for determining relationship degree. 
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Figure 3.2: Questionnaire section 1 describing attribute relationships 
The second section had questions that presented a lottery scenario for each of the four 
attributes: repair material costs ($), repair downtime (hrs), added service life (years) and repair 
weight added (lbs). Essentially a hypothetical repair with the best value for one of the attributes 
was taken as the “certain” amount meaning the repair chosen would perform with that 
specification. This certain amount was compared to a hypothetical lottery with a certain 
percentage between the best on all attributes and worst (minimum standard) on all attributes. 
The subjects were to choose a probability “p” between 0-100 where they were just indifferent 
between the uncertain lottery and the certain equivalent. This indifference weight probability 
“p” would give a measure of how much each subject valued that attribute’s importance for 
overall repair. This hypothetical scenario would then help inform on how an actual aircraft 
repair decision making would occur with the uncertainty inherent. The responses would also be 
used to capture how many subjects changed their attribute valuation based on Enhanced 
Traditional visuals and cost models. Figure 3.3 shows an example of the lottery method used to 
find the indifference weight probabilities for each participant. 
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Figure 3.3: Lottery method used to generate attribute indifference probabilities 
The third section involved questions that tried to describe the participants’ utility 
function using the five-point method as well as describe the resulting degree of risk behavior. 
Value points between 10 and 100 were used and defined as an overall repair effectiveness 
score combining all four attribute measurements with 10 being the minimum acceptable for 
repair certification. The lottery method was used with slight difference in that the certain 
equivalent amount was the value point score and the uncertain lottery was 50% on best and 
worst starting with 10 & 100. The ensuing value point trade-in was used to get five points from 
10-100 with three user defined value point scores. This would generate a utility curve with 
either a concave or convex shape depending on user’s response. A convex shape would indicate 
risk-aversion and a concave shape would indicate risk-seeking behavior. The responses would 
be used to determine if visuals and cost models in the Enhanced Traditional setting would alter 
risk behavior such as moving from risk-averse in the Traditional group to risk-seeking in the 
Enhanced Traditional Group. Figure 3.4 shows an example of the type of 50/50 lottery method 
used to find the value points for each participant. 
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Figure 3.4: Value point generation from lottery method 
The Enhanced Traditional group setting was conducted two weeks after the Traditional 
group setting. A powerpoint was shown with similar content as the Traditional group setting 
with different arrangement as well as more visuals showing damage extent in order to give 
better context for repair options and suitability. A Microsoft Excel file was also presented, to be 
used in conjunction with powerpoint, with cost models for each of the four attributes that the 
participants would manipulate via scrollbar. Graphics for attribute costs and quantity were each 
presented as either a low/average/high value estimate to show the cost differences and 
uncertainty in value among the repair options. The cost models were directly affected by the 
participants choosing a repair patch area size which changed via scrollbar. This was the user 
controlled factor that affected the four attribute cost measures although other factors were 
present in the final cost values. Figure 3.5 shows an example of the attribute cost model with 
scrollbar generated in Excel that the participants interacted with in making their judgments. 
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Figure 3.5: Attribute cost model available in the Enhanced Traditional setting 
The graphics and user interaction with cost models was the main differentiation 
between the Traditional and Enhanced Traditional settings. It was hypothesized that the visuals 
and feedback from user interaction would alter decision-making and understanding of the 
decision problem such as gaining a better grasp of attribute tradeoffs when deciding between 
repairs. This would help give the baseline of what combination of visuals & user interaction 
with mathematical models would be best to incorporate in a 3D immersive virtual environment. 
After the powerpoint was viewed, a questionnaire similar to the Traditional group was 
administered with a reorganized ordering of questions. Once responses were collected for 
participants then comparison and analysis between Traditional and Enhanced Traditional 
groups was conducted to investigate the effect that visuals and user interaction could have on 
understanding of decision problem and tradeoffs. 
3.2 Experimental Study Results and Discussion 
The demonstration study results were compared between the Traditional and Enhanced 
Traditional settings for the users who were able to participate in both settings.  The participants 
consisted of both undergraduate and graduate students with backgrounds in mechanical, 
aerospace, industrial and systems engineering. There were nine subjects who participated in 
the Traditional setting and seven participants in the Enhanced Traditional settings whose 
questionnaire responses were used for comparison. The first set of questions from the 
questionnaire dealt simply with ensuring the participants understood the decision problem and 
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remembered some basic knowledge of the repair options as described in the introduction 
powerpoint. These questions would describe some characteristic such as speed of repair or 
material cost that had only one of the three repair options as the most suitable answer choice. 
This made comparing participants’ answers to the set answer more straightforward. This 
section also recorded the subject’s choice for repair option for the four repair decision 
scenarios which were introduced in both the Traditional and Enhanced Traditional settings.  The 
participants repair choices for the four decision scenarios for each test setting are summarized 
in Figures 3.6 and 3.7. 
 
Figure 3.6: Aircraft repair options chosen for decision situations under Traditional settings 
 
Figure 3.7: Aircraft repair options chosen for decision situations under Enhanced Traditional settings 
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The user’s repair choice for the four decision scenarios were not the focal point of the 
experimental study but just another way to test whether the understanding of aircraft repair 
was suitable for the participants. The repair option scenarios were chosen and constructed so 
that there was no one right answer and the subjects would have to think about the four repair 
attributes while making the decision on which option was most appropriate. This is shown in 
Figures 3.6 and 3.7 where multiple options were chosen for each of situation. The sources of 
damage toward the aircraft came from human judgment errors and environmental impacts and 
both sources had two instances for a total of four necessary repair operations to observe and 
decide. 
It was found that 92% of the respondents correctly inferred the repair characteristics 
and chose the suitable repair option. This showed that participants were able to understand at 
least some of the relevant issues surrounding aircraft repair as it pertained to the study and 
that the responses could be used for further analysis as a demonstration phase. The rest of the 
results were divided into three sections each corresponding to a hypothesis and how it could be 
related to a 3D virtual immersive environment that was simulating aircraft repair operation. 
This demonstration and results were gathered in order to provide the initial sources of data 
which could then hopefully provide some insights into decision-making issues that would be 
encountered in any immersive virtual environment. The three hypotheses were each getting at 
different aspects of decision problem comprehension and are briefly summarized in Table 3.1. 
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# Hypothesis Method of Analysis 
1 Enhancement of a 3D 
experience with visual 
representations of the relevant 
mathematical model can help 
the decision maker more 
clearly comprehend the 
tradeoffs within the problem 
space as compared with 
traditional methods. 
The mean value responses for 
attribute relationships of each 
question will be compared for 
both Traditional and Enhanced 
Traditional settings. The 
Enhanced Traditional setting 
responses should hew more 
closely to correct attribute 
relationship region. 
2 Enhancement of a 3D 
experience with mathematical 
model & relevant visuals of 
decision problem will result in 
the decision maker assigning 
different probability weights to 
the attributes in the tradeoff 
assessment reflecting greater 
understanding of decision 
problem. 
The indifference point 
probability “p” weight values 
given for point of acceptability 
between “certain equivalent” 
repair and unknown lottery of 
repair options for a specific 
attribute will be compared. The 
Enhanced Traditional settings 
should cause some change in 
valuation of the attribute 
probability weights due to 
better comprehension of 
attributes contribution to 
overall repair. 
3 Enhancement of a 3D 
experience with mathematical 
model & relevant visuals of 
decision problem will result in 
a significantly different degree 
of risk aversion as reflected in 
the corresponding utility 
function. 
The utility curves generated by 
the participants through the 
value point method will be 
compared for changes in shape 
indicating relative risk 
behavior. The Enhanced 
Traditional setting should show 
some change in shape and thus 
risk behavior due to better 
comprehension of decision 
problem. 
Table 3.1: Hypothesis & Analysis Summary 
The first hypothesis and section of analysis was centered on whether the subjects were 
able to understand attribute relationships be it either positive/negative/neutral. Another 
component of this section was trying to quantify the role of visuals of aircraft damage and cost 
model interaction on the decision problem comprehension. 
The method of analysis for this section was by using the subjects’ mean response values 
for each question asking for attribute relationships. Since the questionnaire included questions 
relating to aircraft attribute relationships, the user was forced to think about how the different 
aspects of aircraft repair introduced at the start of the experiment related to each other when 
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answering on the strength of the comparisons. The questionnaire response values from the 10-
point scale was used as a straightforward way to quickly ascertain whether subjects understood 
the tradeoffs and connection between certain attributes or repair operation. This section of the 
questionnaire introduced a scale from 1 to 10 with three regions: 1-4 denoted a negative 
relationship, 5-6 denoted a neutral relationship and 7-10 denoted a positive relationship. Mean 
response values were collected for both the Traditional (µT ) and Enhanced Traditional (µET) 
settings.  Table 3.2 summarizes the three attribute relationships and corresponding expected 
mean questionnaire response behavior. 
Relationship Type Attribute Relationship 
Direction 
Expected Mean Relationship 
Behavior 
Positive Relationship 1.)Increase/Increase 
2.)Decrease/Decrease 
         
Negative Relationship 1.)Increase/Decrease 
2.)Decrease/Increase 
        
Neutral Relationship 1.)No change          
Table 3.2: Summary of attribute relationships and expected mean behavior 
Since the Enhanced Traditional settings were thought to help decision makers better 
understand the decision problem and attribute tradeoffs, the questionnaire responses should 
reflect this understanding and be closer in correct relationship region when compared to 
Traditional group setting responses. It was shown that for the most part almost all average 
responses for this section corresponded to hypothesis. This meant that average responses 
among the participants fell in the correct relationship region and that the participants were 
better able to understand the questions after going through the Enhanced Traditional settings. 
The average response for both Traditional and Enhanced Traditional group settings are 
summarized in Table 3.3. 
 
Table 3.3: Mean response values for attribute relationship  
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There were six questions that had content relating to different attributes as well as 
some relationship between them that was relevant for aircraft repair. The results comparing 
each of the questions’ subject matter and relationship are summarized in Table 3.4. 
Question # Attributes Relationship Type Mean Response & 
Hypothesis 
Comparison 
Question 6 Weight Gain/Fuel 
Costs 
Positive No 
Question 7 Repair Material 
Costs/Repair Service 
Downtime 
Positive Yes 
Question 8 Repair Added 
Service Life/Future 
Service Revenue 
Negative Yes 
Question 9 Repair Patch 
Weight/Repair 
Service Downtime 
Neutral Somewhat  Yes 
Question 10 Machine Processing 
Hours/Repair Service 
Downtime 
Negative Yes 
Question 11 Repair Patch 
Size/Repair Patch 
Weight 
Positive Yes 
Table 3.4: Summary of attribute relationships and user responses as related to hypothesis 
  The responses for both Traditional and E. Traditional have shown results that both agree 
and disagree with the stated relationship trends and overall hypothesis. There were 2 out of 3 
positive relationship responses that had the means increase from Traditional to Enhanced 
Traditional groups. There were 2 out of 2 negative relationship responses that had the mean 
values decrease from Traditional to Enhanced Traditional groups albeit by a small amount. This 
shift followed the hypotheses for negative relationship. There was one neutral relationship 
question that had the mean increase from Traditional to Enhanced Traditional.  This mean value 
for the neutral relationship question for enhanced traditional was still in the neutral area (5-6) 
although clearly a more positive relationship was inferred by the subjects. The 
positive/negative relationships seemed to be more easily understood than the neutral 
relationship. 
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It seemed that the inclusion of aircraft damage visuals and Excel cost models may have 
added some confusion to the decision problem. This meant that participants may have had a 
harder time understanding certain relationships that were strictly neutral (no effect from one 
attribute to the other) or focused too much on finding/assigning strongly positive/negative 
relationships. This may have been why the neutral relationship response was more positive 
(higher) and the positive relationship response decreased for the enhanced traditional group. 
The visuals included estimated repair option cost contributions for each attribute and one 
uncertain parameter. This may have influenced subjects to draw more positive/negative 
relationship inferences for the attributes when answering the questionnaire. This could be a 
further area of study when looking at what kind of information feedback would influence user 
responses in the VR.  The tendency for subjects to look at two attributes or one input/output 
with a positive/negative relationship would need to be monitored. 
The second section of the experimental study and questionnaire was focused on 
measuring the participants’ willingness to make tradeoffs among the attributes when thinking 
about aircraft repair. It was thought that the Enhanced Traditional settings would cause the 
subjects to reassess and change their probability weights for each of the four attribute lottery 
questions. This would show that aircraft damage visuals and user interactions with relevant 
cost data would influence and impart better understanding of the decision problem. This 
section of the questionnaire had the four lottery assessments for each attribute as described 
earlier. The main point of the four questions was to see which probability weights (from 0-
100%) were assigned to each attribute that marked each individual participant’s indifference 
point between a hypothetical certain repair that was the best in one attribute and a 
hypothetical uncertain lottery composed of best and minimum acceptable repair criteria. The 
results of this section involved nine subjects who responded to the Traditional settings and 
seven subjects who responded to the Enhanced Traditional settings. The validation of the 
results in this section will simply look at what changes, if any, occurred for the attribute 
probability weight valuations between Traditional and Enhanced Traditional settings. This 
sample, although small, was still able to provide initial feedback on how users were able to 
value certain attributes and then change that valuation based on feedback via images or 
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mathematical models. This could provide 3D virtual immersive environment designers with 
some measurement of how to tailor visuals and subject interaction in order to elicit the desired 
response. The results of both group settings for the participants’ attribute probability weights 
are summarized in Table 3.5. 
 
Table 3.5: Participants’ indifference probability weights generated for each of four attribute situations 
The results for the participants in this sample showed some variation in their valuation 
of each of the four attributes. Some chose to change their indifference probabilities (either 
lower/higher) after visuals were used in the Enhanced Traditional setting while others exhibited 
no change in the attribute valuations. The understanding of tradeoffs between attribute 
impacts to costs or uncertain parameters associated with aircraft repair was reflected in the 
value changes. Some of the attribute valuations changed greatly from the initial Traditional 
responses while others only barely differed from their initial preference. The larger value 
changes (lower/higher) in probability weights seemed to indicate that subjects reassessed the 
relative importance that the particular attribute had on overall repair effectiveness. This 
seemed to also strengthen the assertion behind this experimental study in that the visuals and 
cost model feedback played a strong role in the understanding of the central aircraft repair 
decision problem among the participants. The student participants were not familiar with 
aircraft repair or industry practices initially although their various backgrounds were in different 
engineering fields. The ability to convey understanding of the decision problem as well as 
Traditional E. Traditional Traditional E. Traditional Traditional E. Traditional Traditional E. Traditional
Subject Q12a Q12a Q12b Q12b Q12c Q12c Q12d Q12d
1 0.4 0.35 0.75 0.1
2 0.6 0.4 0.7 0.6 0.6 0.7 0.2 0.3
3 0.45 0.17 0.28 0.1
4 0.6 0.2 0.75 0.5 0.8 0.8 0.4 0.95
5 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.6 0.7 0.7 0.6
6 0.3 0.55 0.4 0.6 0.5 0.3 0.4 0.65
7 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.15 0.85 0.8 0.15 0.1
8 0.6 0.3 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.5 0.6 0.4
9 0.4 0.5 0.2 0.2 0.8 0.3 0.3 0.2
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relevant aspects necessary to make judgments based on the information is important when 
constructing the 3D virtual immersive environment. This work aimed to provide some 
understanding of how these participants were able to understand enough about the basics of a 
fictional aircraft repair problem and then make reasonable judgments based on the four repair 
attributes. Weight probabilities seemed to decrease between traditional and enhanced 
traditional for attributes such as weight and inspection interval which seemed to be less 
obvious with losses. A summary of the participants’ changes in attribute valuation for the 
participants between the Traditional and Enhanced Traditional settings is provided in Table 3.6. 
Summary of Indifference Probability Weight Assessment Changes 
Attribute 1: Low Time out of operation/Repair Downtime 
# of Subjects Probability Weight Change 
3 Increase 
3 Decrease 
1 No Change 
Attribute 2: Least Expensive Repair Material 
# of Subjects Probability Weight Change 
2 Increase 
2 Decrease 
3 No Change 
Attribute 3: Longer Repair Inspection Interval i.e. Added Aircraft 
Service Life 
# of Subjects Probability Weight Change 
2 Increase 
4 Decrease 
1 No Change 
Attribute 4: Lowest Repair Weight Incurred 
# of Subjects Probability Weight Change 
3 Increase 
4 Decrease 
0 No Change 
Table 3.6: Summary of Indifference probability weight assessments 
The results from Table 3.6 show that participants changed their given attribute 
probability weight by either increasing or decreasing the value when moving from Traditional to 
Enhanced Traditional settings. At least one participant kept the same indifference probability 
for attributes 1-3 while none kept the same probability value for the attribute repair weight. 
This could possibly be explained by participants being able to better understand how repair 
weight choices could increase repair operation time or increase repair costs due to added fuel 
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consumption.  The clear images of damaged aircraft frames as well as the resulting repair patch 
area necessary would be more striking when thinking about which attributes are most 
important for repair. These issues were introduced as part of the Enhanced Traditional settings. 
The other three attributes were more tied with the cost models so estimates of 
low/average/high values were presented and changing with different size inputs. These three 
parameters would have different costs levels although some regions the difference was 
minimal in magnitude. This may have led the participants to either not change their initial 
Traditional probability valuation or not change by as large a factor as other participants did. 
These results seem to indicate that further study is required into what visuals and interaction 
cause attribute valuations to change as well as how people decide on the appropriate level of 
change. As the tables show, subjects changed their probability weight values by varying degrees 
with some only minor and others much greater. This could prove to be an area of very useful 
research for 3D computing environments built for user interaction and decision-making. 
The third and final section of the experimental study was focused on describing the 
participants’ risk behavior and how this would change when moving from the Traditional to 
Enhanced Traditional setting. It was believed that there would be some change in behavior due 
to presentation of aircraft damage visuals and cost model feedback that would alter their initial 
judgments due to more available information. The method of assessment was through 
generation of utility curves via lottery certain equivalent method. The shape and curvature of 
these curves would indicate risk behavior and any changes in preference that occurred 
between the Traditional and Enhanced Traditional settings. This would also allow for a rough 
identification of risk that participants were willing to undertake for the four aircraft repair 
scenarios based on their understanding of the relevant decision problem criteria. 
Value points were introduced in this section as a measurement score of overall repair 
effectiveness incorporating all four attributes. The scores possible were values from 10 to 100 
indicating minimum acceptable and best possible available repair options for the repair facility. 
The construction of the individual utility functions was done using a lottery method with a 50% 
chance of either the hypothetical lottery consisting of either minimum acceptable or best 
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possible repair option. The participants would indicate on the questionnaire what value point 
was equivalent in their mind to the uncertain lottery thereby giving an indication of level of risk. 
The value points were another form of considering the certain equivalent of a repair lottery 
with fixed occurrence probability. These value points would then generate an exponential 
utility curve as shown in Equation 3.1 that would be either concave risk-averse or convex risk-
seeking.   
U(x)=   
  
            (3.1) 
These forms were generated depending on the value points given for each lottery as 
well as proximity to the expected/average value of the 50/50 lottery [48]. A linear form for the 
utility function would indicate risk neutrality and would be generated if value points were 
equivalent to the expected lottery values. Risk was perceived as willingness to accept value 
points or repair effectiveness scores that contained attribute values that were less desirable 
than the hypothetical repair lottery. The level of risk tolerance that the participant was willing 
to accept would affect the utility curve generated. The value points given by the participants for 
both the Traditional and Enhanced Traditional settings are shown in Table 3.7. 
 
Table 3.7: Summary of repair value points 
It is shown in Table 3.7 that the general trend for the participants was to designate 
higher repair value points for the Enhanced Traditional settings when compared to the 
Traditional E. Traditional Traditional E. Traditional Traditional E. Traditional
Subject A (U3) A (U3) B (U4) B (U4) C (U2) C (U2)
1 45 70 20
2 80 80 85 90 75 40
3 45 65 22
4 30 80 50 90 20 60
5 40 50 60 70 30 30
6 55 60 80 80 30 40
7 55 55 80 75 45 35
8 80 90 88 93 85 82
9 45 65 65 75 25 45
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Traditional settings. The responses indicated that there was a change for many subjects in their 
assessment of the value point score which was used as a proxy for repair effectiveness score. 
When plotting the curves for some of the students’ values between the groups, the utility 
curves seemed to shift from risk averse (concave) to risk seeking (convex). Some seemed to 
choose certain equivalent or lottery equivalents much higher/lower than expected value for the 
Traditional and then moderated those values after which led to slightly different forms of risk-
seeking/risk-averse shapes. Others chose lower values for their certain equivalent compared to 
the expected value and then increased those values for the Enhanced Traditional leading to a 
change from risk averse to risk seeking. There was even an instance of one participant who 
moved from a risk neutral utility curve to a slightly risk-seeking shape.  
This trend of either wholesale curve shifting or slight changes in data points indicating 
alternate risk behavior seemed to suggest that the aircraft damage visuals and cost modeling 
available to the participants had some effect. The aircraft visuals and user interaction appeared 
to affect their willingness to undertake greater perceived risk by choosing repair effectiveness 
scores that may have contained weaker attribute values when compared to the hypothetical 
lottery repair options. This indicates an area of further research for use in a 3D virtual 
environment where images and elicitation of user actions could be tailored towards guiding 
certain actions under risk. For example, if a virtual immersive computing environment where 
set up to simulate aircraft repair training then multiple repair methods currently used could be 
presented. These repair methods could be modeled with different estimations of damage 
presented with visual depictions of damage through the user’s repair patch specifications. The 
VR environment could also include projections on future viability such as estimated repair 
intervals or projected service life based on the firm’s internal data with profit models changing 
based on repair option specifications chosen. The user could then look at different repair 
options with varying desired repair attribute levels and estimate their level of risk tolerance 
measured as willingness to accept lower but acceptable repair effectiveness due to factors such 
as shorter repair downtime or minimal repair material costs. This training in decision making 
based on multiple repair scenarios could be a real strong purpose for VR simulation 
environments. 
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The Traditional and Enhanced Traditional utility curves generated by participants 
contained value point scores that many times above or below the expected value of the repair 
lottery. For example, the first question asked for a value point score equivalent to the lottery of 
50% chance at repair score of 10 or 50% chance at repair score of 100. The expected repair 
score value of this uncertain lottery was 55 but almost all participants chose values above or 
below this value which affected the curvature of the utility functions. It was observed that 
participants who chose value points above the lottery mean values resulted in risk averse utility 
functions. Participants who chose value points below the lottery mean values resulted in risk 
seeking functions. Some of the participants stayed strictly in either risk averse or risk seeking 
behavior while others remained inconsistent. This behavior suggests that the assumption of 
general risk aversion is not valid and must be reassessed among subjects. This would also 
explain why the utility functions seemed to change shapes so drastically between Traditional 
and Enhanced Traditional settings as well as within those settings. When analyzing the shapes 
of the utility functions, it seemed that the Enhanced Traditional functions contained more 
convex risk seeking curvature when compared to the Traditional settings which corresponds to 
hypothesis of this section which states that more information would increase the risk tolerance 
for participants. It was also observed that multiple utility curves had much steeper slopes 
indicating a higher degree of risk aversion and risk seeking behavior.  This was due to the risk 
aversion coefficient equation dictating degree of steepness. This Arrow-Pratt measure of 
absolute risk aversion coefficient is calculated via utility function derivatives and is presented in 
Equation 3.2 [45]. 
                                                                
      
     
      (3.2) 
Three utility functions representing three different risk behaviors are presented in Figures 3.8-
3.10. 
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Figure 3.8: Utility function shifting from risk averse to risk seeking behavior 
 
Figure 3.9: Utility function representing roughly risk neutral behavior 
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Figure 3.10: Utility function representing roughly risk seeking behavior 
It is shown in Figures 3.8-3.10 that the assumption of strict risk aversion throughout the 
experimental study was not a valid assumption since multiple participants seemed to exhibit 
varying risk behavior moving away from risk aversion. This was especially evident when moving 
to the Enhanced Traditional setting where it seemed that more visual feedback seemed to 
encourage greater movement away from risk aversion. This was shown in value points shifted 
to resemble risk neutral or risk seeking behavior. Figure 3.8 showed one participant move from 
risk averse to risk seeking behavior with a resultant shift from concavity to convexity. Figure 3.9 
showed a participant who went from a slightly risk neutral position to a slight risk seeking 
position with the utility function shifting form linear to convex. Figure 3.10 showed a utility 
function that moved from slight risk aversion to slight risk seeking behavior based on the 
movement of the participant’s value points between both settings. The curve exhibited slight 
concavity in the Traditional setting and then slight convexity in the Enhanced Traditional 
setting. 
All the utility function curves also exhibited regions of changing slopes based on the risk 
aversion coefficient. The utility curves exhibiting concave risk aversion had a positive value for 
the risk aversion coefficient. These utility functions with regions of the curve showing increasing 
slope value until it reached a constant value which was shown from initial steepness to gradual 
flattening of curve. The utility curves exhibiting convex risk seeking behavior had a negative risk 
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aversion coefficient. The utility function contained regions of decreasing and then increasing 
slope values which was shown by increasingly steep curvature. This reflected a mentality 
among the participants that losses in aircraft repair operation such as reduced repair efficiency 
or lower repair attribute values were more important than any potential gains due to repair 
operation such as longer added aircraft service life. This is shown in the participant utility 
functions where there are steeper regions due to perceived losses in repair efficiency. The 
construction of the utility function using value points also showed how participants viewed 
certain attribute decisions. The attribute tradeoffs to be decided on such as increased repair 
downtime or increased material costs seemed to weigh more heavily than the possible benefit 
of added service. This seemed to explain why the lottery certain equivalents tended to be lower 
for many subjects. A summary of the participants’ utility functions and risk behavior is 
summarized in Table 3.8.  
Subject # Traditional Curve Shape Enhanced Traditional Curve 
Shape 
2 Risk Seeking Risk Seeking 
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Risk Averse Risk Seeking 
5 Risk Averse Slight risk neutral 
6 Risk averse or slight risk 
neutral 
Risk seeking 
7 Risk neutral Slight risk seeking 
8 Risk seeking Risk seeking 
9 Risk averse Risk seeking 
Table 3.8: Summary of utility function risk behavior for Traditional and Enhanced Traditional settings 
As Table 3.8 describes, risk aversion was not a valid assumption to make. In fact, it 
seemed the visuals and user interaction seemed to encourage more risk seeking behavior. The 
use of visuals was one influence in how the subjects perceived the usage of value points and 
associated utility of repair.  
There also seemed to be certain cognitive biases that seemed to affect the participants’ 
judgments throughout the experimental study. Loss aversion would mean the participants tried 
to undertake actions that would minimize what they thought were losses in repair efficiency 
based on their understanding. This would have caused subjects to avoid perceived losses in 
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added service duration or additional heavy repair costs. An example would be when choosing 
the indifference probability for the weights. Many chose much higher probabilities in the 
enhanced traditional since they did not want to face possible worst outcome for repair. 
Another would be when subjects chose value points much higher than the expected value. 
The user perception of positive or negative values to attributes under investigation also 
seemed to play a role in biasing their judgments There were three cost attributes that would 
seem to want to be minimized while there was a fourth revenue attribute that would be seen 
as positive and desired for maximization. This would affect the indifference point probability for 
weights where the higher values were found both for traditional/enhanced traditional for 
added service duration when compared to the other cost attributes. This could be an area of 
change so that there is a more equal viewing of attribute “value”. 
The anchoring bias also seemed to be present in this experimental study. This bias 
would involve greater weight being placed on early information and altering later judgments. 
For the Enhanced Traditional group, it seemed that damage visuals as well as viewing different 
cost/revenue of repair affected values given for indifference weight probability and U-curve 
value points. Values were much higher for Enhanced Traditional when compared to Traditional 
setting. It also seemed that data on different repair patch sizes and estimated aircraft added 
service life may have changed user values given. 
The availability judgment heuristic was one judgment shortcut that was identified as 
possibly being exhibited by participants. This heuristic seemed to be shown more in the 
Enhanced Traditional group. It seems that overestimation of future damage and resulting repair 
costs might have played a role in assigning value points much higher than the expected value.  
There seemed to be a slight jump in values between traditional and enhanced traditional 
groups. 
The results from this demo experimental study on aircraft repair have provided data to 
use as an initial starting point for VR computing environments. The data collected focused on 
three areas of decision making that could provide information on how the participants made 
certain judgments as well as areas to look into for the next area of research. The utility curve 
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generation showed changes in risk behavior that should be investigated further. The fact that 
some of the utility curves exhibited two different risk profile structures could inform how the 
problem is framed to the subjects such as choosing attributes that are more contrasting with 
each other in order to get the user to think about how these conflicting parameters could affect 
the overall plane repair objective. Within a 3D virtual environment, we would want to show 
more of an estimation of how the choice of one parameter affects the aircraft. These different 
outcomes could show how subjects anchor more heavily on certain attributes for choices 
indifference weight probability or value point/certain equivalent. 
This study also provided some information on how to further refine the experimental 
study in terms of research of a similar nature. The use of decision attributes should be either all 
positive or negative in connotation to not confuse subject i.e. costs are seen as more 
“negative”. This seemed to cause some confusion in the subjects so it may require more 
experienced participants who are involved in that type of decision making. It seemed that direct 
manipulation of data (such as with Excel files) was the best tool for subjects to understand 
impact followed by pictures of aircraft damage. The next steps would be showing how a change 
such as repair patch size could be drawn on a representation of an airframe and then output 
the resulting changes in costs/revenue. 
This experimental study used the decision problem of aircraft repair visualization in 
order to explore how decision-makers generated initial attribute valuation, willingness to make 
tradeoffs and conformed to initial risk attitudes.  The users in this study demonstrated 
increased understanding of aircraft repair characteristics under consideration in the four case 
examples through specific questions testing knowledge retention. The indifference probabilities 
reflecting attribute tradeoff willingness seemed to change in some use cases after visuals and 
cost models were presented indicating a possible factor in user understanding of overall 
problem. The four attributes used were each distinct so the tradeoffs made among them 
seemed to show that the users gained some insight from the repair study that allowed for 
making that choice.  
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The generation of utility function reflecting decision-maker risk attitudes also showed 
interesting results. It seemed that multiple users had changes in risk behavior as determined 
from changes in points along utility curve. This effect altered the curves while sometimes 
moving from one risk profile to another for example when moving from concave risk averse to 
convex risk seeking. This demonstrated that the visuals of damage and interaction with relevant 
data can affect how a user assesses risk.  Future work will focus on integrating this repair 
example within a 3D immersive computing environment. The visuals of damage and feedback 
from mathematical models will be more powerfully rendered when compared to the study 
presented in this thesis. Another area of further work is in testing more situations where risk 
attitudes are altered in response to information feedback either from visuals or relevant data.  
This would have implications in how decision-makers respond to evaluations of risk when new 
information is presented.  
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4. Cellphone Lifecycle Analysis 
Electronic waste, as mentioned, can come from a variety of sources. One product that 
best describes the nature and cause of e-waste is the mobile phone. Cell phones have rapidly 
expanded its reach into our everyday lives over the past decade. They have steadily replaced 
landlines as the primary means of communication in many countries due to convenience. Cell 
phones are sold with different functionality and price points in order to target different market 
segments. Due to the proliferation of cell phones as well as the need to mitigate the associated 
environmental impacts, cell phones were chosen as a suitable representative for analysis to 
study e-waste. A life cycle analysis (LCA) was conducted on a representative cell phone model in 
order to assess areas of impact on the environment. This analysis could generate insight on 
areas of possible redesign for more sustainable impact.  
The main contribution of this chapter is to generate a baseline impact assessment on 
the environment for the impact of cellphones on the environment. The lifecycle analysis 
typically focuses on larger system level issues. This chapter will focus on the specific problem of 
basic cellphones and the environmental hazards they pose if disposed improperly. The analysis 
will only focus on the production processes impact on the environment via cradle-to-gate 
frame. Future work will consider the impact of smartphones to the environment as well as full 
lifecycle impact with consumer usage and disposal. This chapter will focus on the life cycle 
analysis of the cell phone with only calling and texting capabilities. First, introduction to the 
decision problem being considered will be described. The second section of this chapter will 
focus on describing the specific methodology used for breaking down the decision problem for 
analysis. The third section will describe the analysis and inputs to the software used. The fourth 
and final section will describe the results generated as well as any insights derived.  
4.1 Introduction to Cellphone Impacts on the Environment 
Electronic and electrical equipment can have a serious impact on the environment over 
the course of its product lifecycle but primarily at the end of its life. The components used in 
the production contain hazardous materials that can lead to environmental problems if not 
properly processed. Further study of the impact using a model representative was desired for 
research in this project. In order to study the issue of environmental impacts, a model of a base 
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cell phone was chosen for this project. This base model is assumed to have such common 
functions as calling/texting/camera capabilities. This base model was assumed to not contain 
an operating system and thus not a smartphone. This model phone was chosen in order to 
establish a baseline of impact for initial results. The base cell phone models are also still widely 
available on service plans across the world due to low cost considerations when compared to 
the more popular yet expensive smartphones. This provides another reason for suitability of 
use in this analysis. Future research will look into the environmental impact of smartphones as 
they are becoming adopted at an increasing rate around the world.  
The LCA approach was conducted by first assuming a cradle-to-gate frame. The cradle-
to-gate method is only concerned with the stages involving raw material extraction up through 
the production and manufacturing phase [56]. This analysis results in consideration of a partial 
lifecycle since consumer usage and disposal is not considered. This is the primary differentiator 
between the cradle-to-gate and the cradle-to-grave approach. The cradle-to-gate approach was 
used in order to limit the assessment and scope of this project toward the environmental 
impact that the cell phone manufacturing and production generates. Future analysis will 
consider the full lifecycle behavior as well as smartphone impacts. 
4.2 Cellphone Breakdown and Classification 
The LCA approach considered the base model cellphone, phone charger and the phone 
packaging in order to get a more complete sense of the environmental impact. These were 
considered the three main sub-assemblies for the project. There was a further breakdown of 
these three sub-assemblies into a total of five modules representing components such as 
batteries and casing materials etc. Figure 4.1 shows the cellphone assembly breakdown used 
for analysis. 
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Figure 4.1: Cellphone assembly grouping used for LCA 
  There were some simplifying assumptions in how the cellphone components were 
grouped in order to facilitate ease of analysis in the software. Certain smaller sub-modules and 
components were grouped together with larger modules. This assumption was for ease of 
analysis with LCA commercial software although these would be relaxed for in-depth analysis 
and further broken down for narrowing in of specific impact areas. Each of sub-modules was 
assigned specific sub-components with each component designated by their estimated material 
compositions as well as estimated weights of the respective materials. Table 4.1 summarizes 
the assumed material weights for each of the five modules that were used in the LCA software. 
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 Table 4.1: Summary of material breakdown used for analysis 
The material breakdown of the cellphone modules was based on best estimates after 
reviewing an overview of general trends and material composition from literature [57-59]. 
These data points were not based on any one particular mobile phone but rather a hypothetical 
composite phone that represents the base model characteristics. This was another assumption 
made due to lack of accurate material data. Typically, complete data on manufacturer 
consumer electronics’ composition and bill of materials is not readily available. This required 
estimation of material composition weights and simplifying assumptions were made in order to 
simplify analysis. Specific material data from OEMs is difficult to find which is why the material 
weight data in Table 4.1 is not exhaustive but represents best efforts at material quantification. 
Materials Weight (grams) Weight (kg)
1.) Cell Phone Casing/Housing
Housing Plastics 31.52 0.03152
Rubber element 1.12 0.00112
Metal A: Copper 1.06 0.00106
Metal B: Iron 0.87 0.00087
Metal C: Stainless Steel 1.35 0.00135
Printed Circuit Board (PCB) 14.56 0.01456
Integrated Circuit (IC) 4.79 0.00479
Liquid Crystal Display (LCD) 1.8 0.0018
Total Sub-assembly weight 57.07 0.05707
2.) Battery & Elec. Components
Battery Plastics 14.23 0.01423
Metal 0.52 0.00052
Printed circuit board (connected elec. components) 0.34 0.00034
Battery pack 23.17 0.02317
Total Sub-assembly weight 38.26 0.03826
3.) Phone Charger & Elec. Component
Liquid Crystal Display (LCD) 5.8 0.0058
Metal A copper 1.12 0.00112
Metal B iron 0.63 0.00063
Metal C aluminum 0.95 0.00095
Metal D tin 0.24 0.00024
Integrated Circuit 1.76 0.00176
Printed Circuit Board 15.34 0.01534
Plastic 3.23 0.00323
Total Sub-assembly weight 29.07 0.02907
4.) Cellphone Charger Casing/Housing
Casing Plastic 25.58 0.02558
Metal A 1.47 0.00147
Metal B 1.3 0.0013
Metal C 0.94 0.00094
Rubber 0.76 0.00076
Total Sub-assembly weight 30.05 0.03005
5.) Cellphone Group Assembly Box Packaging
Plastics 25 0.025
Cardboard box 110 0.11
Paper 80 0.08
Total Sub-assembly weight 215 0.215
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For the purposes of input to the LCA software, this data is enough for conducting meaningful 
analysis and results generation.  
Since complete data was unavailable certain materials were assumed as present while 
other materials were incorporated into larger components and considered as such. For 
example, the cellphone casing/housing module contains metals such as copper, iron and steel. 
The components within the printed circuit boards (PCB) and liquid crystal display (LCD) were 
not individually identified but taken as a weight sum when initially summarized in Table 4.1. 
This assumption typically is not valid if a full bill of materials is available although this 
assumption did not hinder software analysis for this project. Copper and iron were metals that 
were assumed as present in almost module which is an acceptable assumption though trace 
metals were unable to be identified. The trace elements would still have an impact on the 
environment if the product were disposed improperly so a more complete cradle-to-grave 
analysis would need to account for these materials. The plastics used were assumed to be 
Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene (ABS) which is widely used in electronics. Figure 4.2 summarizes 
the overall material weight composition for the cellphone assembly (phone, charger and 
packaging) under analysis. 
 
Figure 4.2: Material weight composition of overall cellphone assembly 
51.69 g 
99.56 g 
1.88 g 
16 g 
General Material Weight Composition of 
Cellphone Assembly 
Metals
Plastics
Rubber
Paper/Wood
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As can be seen in Figure 4.2, plastics (99.56g) and metals (51.69g) are the most 
prominent materials when analyzing the cellphone assembly which will certainly affect the 
environmental impact analysis. Once the cellphone was broken down into the five modules 
along with weight materials present, the data was entered into the LCA software. 
4.3 Lifecycle Assessment Software Procedure 
The lifecycle analysis for this project was conducted using SimaPro 8. SimaPro is a robust 
widely available commercial software package that allows for intuitive lifecycle assessment. The 
software allows for the definition of product stages such as assembly, disassembly, lifecycle 
behavior and disposal scenario. For this project, the initial steps were in creating and defining 
five modules that comprised the overall cellphone assembly model. Each of these modules was 
comprised of the relevant data inputs from Table 4.1 such as materials and weights. The 
production processes necessary for the creation of these modules were also defined. One of 
the strengths of SimaPro is the inclusion of the ecoinvent database. The ecoinvent database 
contains lifecycle inventory data incorporating many distinct process fields. In particular, the 
database contains a very large selection of industrial processes that made estimation of 
cellphone production much more straightforward. Due to the lack of OEM data, these 
production processes were defined based on available literature and best estimates. Figure 4.3 
shows the data window used for defining the materials and processes for the cellphone 
casing/housing module. 
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Figure 4.3: Cellphone casing/housing module data for SimaPro 8. 
The example in Figure 4.3 shows the data used for the materials/assemblies section. The 
ecoinvent database allows for much more specific classification of the materials although there 
were some assumptions when deciding between processes. SimaPro also had a special section 
on electrical and electronic equipment materials defined which allowed for the inclusion of 
components such as the integrated circuits (IC) and liquid crystal display (LCD) without lack of 
internal component identification. The main processes identified corresponded to the ABS 
plastic and processed metals present. The integrated circuits and liquid crystal display had 
specially defined production processes which were used. This procedure of defining materials 
and processes was used for the other four modules where data was submitted if available.  
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Once the data was input for all five modules then the overall assembly was defined as 
containing all five modules. Figure 4.4 shows the information related to the overall cellphone 
group total assembly. 
 
Figure 4.4: Summary of overall cellphone assembly comprised of five defined modules 
As can be shown in Figure 4.4, along with the five constituent modules are entries for 
transport data under the processes section. Transportation of materials and the related 
environmental impact was included in this analysis in order to fully account for effects of 
production. There were three transportation processes assumed to occur during the 
manufacturing of the complete cellphone package. These transportation activities were not 
assumed to be exhaustive but merely chosen to approximate the estimated impact of the 
hypothetical composite phone under consideration. The first transportation activity assumed 
was the delivery by airplane of the phone battery from a facility in China to a South Korean 
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manufacturing facility assembling the final cellphone product with a distance of about 2050km. 
The second transportation activity was the movement of the cellphone by airplane from the 
South Korean manufacturing facility to a distribution center in the continental United States 
with a travel distance of about 8800km. The final transportation activity assumed was the 
delivery of the cellphones within the United States via delivery truck with a total distance of 
3000km. These three transportation processes incorporated both the production and delivery 
steps for the cellphone in the lifecycle analysis. 
There are multiple LCA methods available in SimaPro all grouped according to region. 
Each of these LCA methods calculates the environmental impact in different ways according to 
designated criteria. Multiple LCA methods can be compared with each other to get a better 
sense of impact. For the purposes of this analysis, results from widely used methods developed 
in both the United States and Europe were generated for comparison. Specifically the ReCiPe, 
BEES+ and TRACI methods were chosen for use in this analysis and will be briefly summarized. 
SimaPro has the default option of the ReCiPe impact assessment method and is a 
method introduced in Europe. This LCA method focuses on indicator scores relating to areas 
such as ozone depletion, radiation levels and water concentration among many others. There 
are three perspectives used to represent different frames and points of view as well as the 
inherent uncertainty in studying environmental impact. The individualist perspective is focused 
on short-term impacts assuming larger consequences can be mitigated by future technological 
advances. The egalitarian perspective is focused on a larger view of environmental impacts with 
focus on cautious long range planning. The Hierarchist perspective seeks to combine these two 
planning approaches and can be considered as the middle ground [60].  
The Building for Environmental and Economic Sustainability (BEES) method was 
developed by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST). This lifecycle 
assessment focuses on impact categories such as acidification levels, eutrophication potential, 
air quality and ozone depletion among many others.  There can also be a costing component in 
order to get a sense of the economics of the decision problem. The overall scoring then takes 
into account both the environmental and economic portions [61]. The Tool for the Reduction 
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and Assessment of Chemical and other Environmental Impacts (TRACI) method was developed 
by the United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). This impact assessment method 
takes into account measurements spanning categories such as ozone depletion, acidification, 
ecotoxicity and human health concerns among others. Human health and safety is measured by 
presence of either harmful particulate matter or carcinogens [62]. Although the three impact 
assessment methods introduced have many similar indicator scores, there are individual 
elements of analysis that each contribute. The results of each of these three impact assessment 
methods will be presented and discussed.  
4.4 Lifecycle Analysis Results and Discussion 
The initial output generated by SimaPro involves the process diagram consisting of the 
modules and their contribution of impact. This is based on the software’s calculations based on 
production processes and materials used in each of the modules for the composite cellphone. 
The rectangular nodes each represent either the overall module or some production element 
that contributes some effect. The diagram is depicted as Sankey diagram flowchart which 
ascribes thicker flow lines based on quantity or amount of impact. Figure 4.5 describes the 
overall process chart. 
 
Figure 4.5: Cellphone overall LCA process diagram 
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The flowchart depicted in Figure 4.5 shows the contributions from different areas of the 
product lifecycle such as assembly, disassembly, disposal scenario and waste treatment among 
others. This effect across the lifecycle is why the choice of materials and production processes 
is so important when designing products and setting manufacturing operations. This overall 
process diagram depicts 45 nodes out of a possible 13,642 total nodes generated by 
production. These 45 nodes represent different elements of production with their varying 
contribution levels shown via line thickness. These lines represent flows from initial materials 
and move up to the respective phone module such as phone casing/housing or phone charger. 
SimaPro has the option of designating a percentage cutoff for the amount of environmental 
impact below which the node is not counted as a significant contributor. The percentage used 
for this analysis was 3.5% which is what resulted in the 45 nodes appearing out of the 13,642. 
Future analysis will investigate different contribution percentages in order to determine which 
impact factors are more important when compared. Figure 4.6 depicts the upper portion of the 
process diagram focusing on the phone module contributions to the overall composite phone 
under review. 
 
Figure 4.6: Part 1 of the overall LCA process diagram  
The four modules out of the total five that were found to affect the cellphone the most 
were the cellphone casing (64.5%), battery (1.3%), charger (35.2%) and packaging (0.822%). 
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These contributions to the overall group assembly is designated by their respective flow 
thickness. The cellphone casing/housing module contains materials such as plastics, metals and 
printed circuit boards that can have a strong negative effect on the environment if not properly 
disposed accounting for the high impact percentage. Printed circuit boards are generally 
composted of a mixture of industrial plastics, metals and ceramics which make proper EOL 
processing more involved and important. The usual step is crushing the circuit boards into 
much smaller pieces but without proper reuse, these smaller portions can still affect the 
surrounding environment [63]. The phone charger and associated electronic components 
contained materials such as metals, plastics and printed circuit boards which would account for 
the 35.2% impact. The other two modules contained materials such as plastics and materials 
but the weight and composition mixture was deemed as less negatively impactful compared to 
the phone casing and charger. 
ReCiPe was the first impact assessment method used for analysis. The figure generated 
was composed of different impact categories along the horizontal axis and percentage of 
impact on the vertical axis. The designation of each bar measurement is composed of impact 
generators such as transport processes and phone module production among others. The 
impact categories comprised areas such as ozone depletion, terrestrial acidification, freshwater 
ecotoxicity and fossil fuel depletion among others. The specific units are different for each 
metric but the percentage impact is used to give a relative comparison among the different 
assessment categories. Figure 4.7 summarizes the results from the ReCiPe impact assessment 
method. 
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Figure 4.7: ReCiPe impact assessment results 
The ReCiPe analysis in Figure 4.7 shows that the most impactful generator was the 
cellphone casing/housing module. Although the exact impact percentage varies across 
categories, the module accounts for the greatest amount for every category except for one. The 
agricultural land occupation impact category is mostly affected by the cellphone box packaging. 
This module is comprised of the plastics and papers making up the package box and instruction 
manuals. These results show that the use of industrial plastics and metals can have a serious 
effect across environmental impact categories. 
The BEES impact assessment was the second analysis procedure conducted. The impact 
categories were designated on the horizontal axis and the impact percentage was designated 
on the vertical axis. Some of the impact categories are acidification, eutrophication and human 
health cancer/non-cancer potential among others. The impact generators were made up of the 
modules and other production processes that were considered significantly impactful. Figure 
4.8 shows the results of the BEES impact assessment method. 
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Figure 4.8: BEES impact assessment results 
The BEES assessment results showed that the cellphone casing/housing was the largest 
contributor to negative environmental impacts across categories. This makes sense for 
categories such as human health cancer/non-cancer since plastics have been known to contain 
production materials that are carcinogens. The next largest impact generator was the phone 
charger and electronic components module due to similar material composition of plastics, 
metals and printed circuit boards. The BEES impact assessment method showed similar results 
as the ReCiPe method in that respect. The focus on specific impact to human health such as 
carcinogen presence is one of the strengths of the BEES assessment. The other impact 
categories are important indicators but are more of an indirect factor in human health by 
causing the conditions that lead to ill consequences. 
The TRACI impact assessment method was the third and final analysis conducted. The 
impact categories were denoted on the horizontal axis while the impact percentage was 
denoted on the vertical axis. Some of the impact categories were ozone depletion, 
eutrophication, respiratory effects and ecotoxicity among others. The impact generators were 
made up of the modules and other production processes that were considered impactful 
similarly to the other assessment methods. Figure 4.9 shows the results of the TRACI 
assessment.  
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Figure 4.9: TRACI impact assessment results 
The TRACI assessment method indicates that the cellphone housing/casing was the 
most negatively impactful among the cellphone modules and production processes. This 
coincides with the results from the ReCiPe and BEES assessments. The cellphone housing/casing 
module was the most impactful across categories.  The phone charger and electronic 
components was the second largest impact generator. These two impact generators contained 
plastics, metals and circuit boards that can cause a lot of negative effects over the course of the 
cellphone lifecycle particularly at the EOL stages.  The three lifecycle analysis tools used 
indicated that the plastics, metals and circuit boards were of particular value in reprocessing in 
order to minimize harmful environmental effects. Cellphone metals such as gold, copper and 
lead are very valuable in terms of resale and reapplication into production processes leading to 
view of usefulness. The plastics used were assumed to be represented as acrylonitrile 
butadiene styrene and is viewed favorably for reuse through recycling efforts in many cases. 
The prevalence of composite plastic materials in the cellphone design ensures that proper 
management of recycle facilities and collection of disposed products as an essential component 
of in the goal of EOL value recollection. 
This information can be integrated into the product design phase by planning for certain 
EOL collection activities consisting of older products that can be reprocessed. These older 
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reprocessed products can then have either raw materials or components be reintegrated into 
newer products being designed or specially designed remanufactured products that are 
competitive with newer products. Another issue is in designing EOL collection efforts so that 
sending used products is easier on the consumer. This can be done through partnerships with 
third-party remanufacturing firms so that there can be an official OEM link that will ensure 
reintegration of old products into the new product pipeline.  This partnership could also ensure 
a steady supply of used products that could be converted into remanufactured or refurbished 
models for resale thereby recapturing value that would otherwise be lost through disposal. 
During the product design phase, ensuring that the cellphone model can be easily disassembled 
into clearly defined sub-assemblies would aid the EOL reprocessing. The separation of the 
plastics elements such as in the casing for reuse would be important. Another product design 
issue is ensuring that the printed circuit boards can be easily separated. A method for 
separating the metals and plastics from the circuit boards should also be a design consideration 
for reuse of the materials. Ease of disassembly is an essential component of the reprocessing 
stage since scale of operation is important for finding economic value in reusing components or 
materials. 
The work described in this chapter focused on the specific problem of basic cellphone 
production processes and the potential negative impacts to the environment. Cellphones are a 
good representative for the rapid growth and reach of electronic waste. A hypothetical 
composite cellphone was used to represent the typical cellphone with calling and texting 
capabilities. The insights derived from this chapter were that certain sub-assemblies 
contributed more to the negative impacts on the environment than others.  The cellphone 
casing/housing sub-assembly composed of units such as printed circuit boards, plastics and 
various metals such as lead was found to be the greatest generator of hazardous consequences. 
This conclusion could influence certain redesign choices. The design choice of certain modular 
sub-assemblies that can be interchanged and semi-autonomous could be beneficial in spurring 
OEMS to find reuse more attractive. Another redesign option is in easier disassembly of 
constituent elements of printed circuit boards or other units with mixtures of metals and 
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plastics. This is a meaningful area of value recollection through product redesign that is not 
being addressed as well as it potentially could.   
The lifecycle analysis conducted in this chapter showed areas of negative impact toward 
the environment. Three different assessment methods were used to convey the specific areas 
of impact both in regards to environmental measures such as ecotoxicity and acidification as 
well as human impact measures such as cancer-causing agents. The results generated indicate 
the degree of importance that proper EOL collection infrastructure can have due to the harmful 
effects of disposal or improper collection efforts. The work demonstrated in this chapter will 
hopefully be used as a starting ground for analyzing areas of the mobile phone in order to 
streamline collection efforts. Proper decision-making processes also needed to be developed to 
aid in efficient EOL reprocessing efforts.  
Future work will look into the effects that smartphones have on the environment as the 
growth in usage continues to increase worldwide. A widening of the frame for the lifecycle 
assessment will also be considered for a cradle-to-grave approach. This frame would allow for 
analyzing customer usage of cellphones as well as disposal procedures. The analysis of the 
disposal phase with emphasis on actions typically taken by either OEMs or third-party 
remanufacturers would then be integrated into the multi-attribute utility copula approach 
introduced in the next chapter. 
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5. Multiattribute Utility Copula Application Toward Electronic Product 
Recovery 
There are multiple end-of-life processing techniques that have been proposed in order 
to recapture some of the value generated during the initial product lifecycle. Once the 
appropriate option has been decided typically some OEM or third-party remanufacturing firm 
will carry out the operations thereby maintaining the closed loop product lifecycle desired to 
mitigate e-waste. The decision-making process that generates the necessary option, on the 
other hand, is not always clear and at times can seem opaque. This chapter aims to illustrate an 
example of an EOL decision-making application focusing on cellphones reuse. A multiattribute 
utility copula approach will be introduced and applied in order to demonstrate its suitability 
toward decision-making in the disposal phase of consumer electrical and electronic equipment.  
The multiattribute utility copula approach is a topic related to utility within the broad 
field of decision analysis. This copula approach will allow for a study on the relation and 
dependence of specific attributes important to a decision-maker when choosing among 
reprocessing decision alternatives. The specific problem under review is how electronics OEMs 
and third-party remanufacturers decide on the appropriate reprocessing activity in order to 
generate value based on the firm preferences and uncertainty. The copula structure is 
constructed to take these factors into account and serve as a decision-making tool with lots of 
malleability in terms of shifting preferences and attribute valuation. This decision tool is then 
demonstrated with the specific decision alternatives that each capture an EOL value goal for an 
OEM in the electronics industry. The chapter will be divided as follows. Section 1 will introduce 
the decision problem being considered as well as all parameters and assumptions made. 
Section 2 will introduce the utility copula method specific to the decision parameters. Section 3 
will be the final portion of the chapter and describe the analysis and results. 
5.1 Multiattribute Copula Decision Problem 
Once the cellphone has finished its useful life in the consumer usage phase it must then 
enter the disposal phase. The ideal disposal phase involves consumer sending cellphone back to 
either an OEM or third-party remanufacturing firm via a robust collection program. This is 
assuming that consumer derives no further utility from keeping product as a spare phone. For 
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consumer electronics there has been increasing focus on improved collection efforts with 
incentive structures for both manufacturer and consumers a rich problem for analysis. The idea 
behind this decision problem is to provide an example of using a utility copula structure with 
two attributes in order to help an OEM remanufacturing firm decide on the best EOL process 
based on the inherent uncertainties in attribute values. The hypothetical OEM under 
consideration for this problem is assumed as representative of an electrical and electronics 
equipment manufacturer.  
The disposed cellphones has been assumed as having reached the end of its useful life 
and been sent to the OEM facility. The OEM has to decide on which EOL procedure is best to 
deal with this incoming stream of used cellphones. There are three disassembly alternatives 
where the incoming cellphone is torn down and has its internals repurposed. Each disassembly 
alternative is assumed to have different criteria in mind when chosen. Destructive disassembly 
irrevocably alters the product conformation through non-reversible operation and is more 
interested in raw material recovery. Incomplete disassembly only results in the partial 
disassembly of the product and this procedure focuses more on recovering modules or sub-
assemblies of components for reuse. Complete disassembly takes the product down to its 
individual components as spare parts for reuse in other similar product families. Both 
incomplete and complete disassembly operations are considered non-destructive in that if 
desired the operation would be reversible if needed.  There is also one option for 
reconditioning the used product whereby the used product would be refitted with updated 
components and then resold to consumers. These are the four alternatives that are assumed as 
available for the remanufacturing firm when determining the best EOL procedure. The four 
decision alternatives represent four different areas with the potential of recapturing value. The 
overall decision problem was purposefully limited in scope due to need to investigate only the 
mentioned four general areas of EOL reprocessing. Future research will look into expanding this 
list of alternatives in order to expand the scope for the remanufacturing firm.  Table 5.1 
summarizes the four decision alternatives under review for this analysis. 
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  EOL Decision Alternative Goal for Value Recovery 
Incomplete Disassembly Recovery & Reuse of specific sub-assemblies 
Complete Disassembly Recovery & Reuse of specific components 
Reconditioning Resale & Reuse after repairs performed to 
restore functionality 
Destructive Disassembly Recovery of raw materials 
Table 5.1: Summary of decision alternatives under consideration by OEM 
The OEM evaluates the incoming stream of used cellphones based on two relevant 
attributes which are product age and product manufacturer’s suggested retail price 
(msrp)/cost. These two attributes were used to best describe the state of the disposed product 
and give an estimate of utility for its subsequent EOL processing. The ranges for these attributes 
were chosen based on typical cellphone characteristics. The product age acceptable bounds 
was determined to be between 0-5 years or (Xi       ). An age of 0 would mean that the 
product is essentially new but had some defect that needed fixing while an age of 5 would be 
the absolute maximum value where the OEM could derive some utility in performing some EOL 
operation. The product msrp/cost was chosen due to the ability of some product to hold their 
costs or perceived value better than others over their lifetime meaning that the EOL procedure 
would contain higher quality products whether it would be module/component reuse or 
reconditioned product. The product msrp/cost acceptable bounds were determined to be 
between $250-$800 or (Yi           ). Once the total attribute ranges were determined for 
consideration these parameters needed to be fit to each of the four decision alternatives to 
better represent the incoming disposal stream conditions. 
Once the parameters of the decision problem have been determined then the issue of 
inherent uncertainty needs to be addressed. The OEM has no control over the quality of the 
incoming stream of cellphones that would necessitate EOL operations. The goal of the OEM is 
to recapture value through one of the four decision alternatives such as recycling the raw 
materials or resale of a repaired cellphone. One way to mitigate this uncertainty is by setting 
probabilities that estimate the age of the incoming cellphones. This estimation can be based on 
historical data from the firm’s specific past practices or general industry wide trends. The age of 
the cellphones acts as a rough quantification of the quality perceived by the OEM as well as a 
factor when determining which alternative to consider. There are three aging categories which 
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each represent a particular product time frame. The three categories are new, aging and 
mature cellphones. A “new” cellphone is considered between 0-1.5 years with a estimation 
probability of 0.1 meaning out of the total incoming stream about 10% constitute a “new” 
product. An “aging” product is considered from 1.5-3.5 years with an estimation probability of 
0.25. The “mature” product is considered between 3.5-5 years with an estimation probability of 
0.65. Table 5.2 summarizes the age uncertainty parameters to be used. 
Age Category Age Range Estimation Probability 
“New” 0-1.5 years 0.1 
“Aging” 1.5-3.5 years 0.25 
“Mature” 3.5-5 years 0.65 
Table 5.2: Summary of uncertainty in incoming cellphone product age 
The uncertainty in product ages is assumed to affect three of the decision alternatives 
which are incomplete/complete disassembly and reconditioning. This is due to the fact that 
incomplete and complete disassembly options require relatively high quality sub-assemblies 
and components for value recapture. The reconditioning alternative also requires a product 
that is in relatively decent quality i.e. not to old that resale potential is hindered even with 
functional repairs. The destructive disassembly alternative is carried out with the goal raw 
material extraction meaning that the quality of the product being processed is not as important 
as with the other three cases. Figure 5.1 summarizes the decision tree with the square node 
representing a decision to be made among the four alternatives and the three circular nodes 
representing the uncertainty in age category being considered. Each arrow coming out of a 
node is called a branch and represents one of the three possible age categories. There are 10 
total branches describing the four actual decision alternatives. 
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Figure 5.1: Decision tree under consideration by OEM 
Once the parameters of the underlying decision problem have been determined then 
the construction of the multiattribute copulas can begin for use in decision-making. 
5.2 Multiattribute Utility Copula Construction 
The initial step when proceeding with the multiattribute copula approach is generation 
of the utility functions. Individual utility functions for each attribute were then constructed 
based on the risk-averse exponential utility model and absolute acceptable bounds for the 
attributes.  The risk-averse exponential utility is shown in Equation 5.1. 
                                                 
   
        (5.1) 
These individual utility functions (Ux & Uy) would then be used in the multiattribute 
utility copula formulation. It is assumed that the decision maker (OEM/remanufacturing firm) 
follows normative utility theory tenets as described by von Neumann and Morgenstern [48]. 
Some terminology needs to be defined for going forward. The attribute for product age (Xi) has 
a minimum value (x0 = 5) and a maximum value (x* = 0) so that the domain [0, 5] involves 
decreasing utility as the product age increasing. This makes sense since EOL processing for older 
products typically doesn’t derive as much utility for reuse/resale scenarios. The attribute for 
product cost (Yi) has a minimum value (y
0 = 250) and a maximum value (y* = 800) so that the 
domain [250, 800] involves increasing utility as the product msrp/cost is increasing. This trend is 
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to reflect the assumption made here where higher cost phones typically are made with higher 
quality materials and can generally hold that value for reuse/resale cases. Once the individual 
utility functions have been constructed then the overall utility function incorporating the two 
attributes was generated. The two attributes and utility functions generated will be normalized 
between [0,1].  The overall multiplicative general form is shown in Equation 5.2. 
                                       ∏               
 
                     (5.2)   
where          is the overall multiattribute multiplicative utility function and    are the 
individually assessed attribute indifference probability. The utility function generated is 
assumed to be continuous, bounded and non-decreasing.  
This overall utility function was to be used in order to show the relation between the 
exponential function and the copula structure. The utility copula represents a probability 
distribution allowing for dependence study of the variables [50]. One of the key reasons why 
the multiattribute utility copula is being studied is that it does not require the assumption of 
utility independence [51]. The utility independence assumption has been found to not always 
hold true for some attributes leading to the issue of utility dependence. Utility dependence can 
be found to mimic real-world behavior in that one’s derivation of utility from one attribute can 
be affected by the presence of another attribute. This is why the multiattribute utility copula 
approach was chosen to analyze the EOL decision problem being faced by the OEM. The 
relation of the utility function to the copula structure is shown in Equation 5.3. 
             (               )                 (5.3)    
Where the overall multiattribute utility function is            and the copula structure taking 
into account the attribute utilities is denoted as C. 
There are two types of utility copulas each with a different goal. A Class 0 utility copula 
is used when assessing the minimum marginal utility. A Class 1 utility copula is used when 
assessing the maximum marginal utility is desired and is the method used for this analysis. The 
goal is to maximize utility on the part of the OEM which is why the Class 1 utility copula is used. 
The form of the maximum marginal utility function is shown in Equation 5.4. 
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The maximum marginal utility is taken for one attribute (xi) while all other attributes     ̅̅ ̅  are 
held constant which is consistent with marginal distribution. The Class 1 utility copulas are 
generated and must satisfy Equation 5.5. 
                                                                                                   (5.5) 
Where C1 is the copula distribution structure, vi is the attribute utility function while the 
parameters ai and bi are scaling constants. The scaling constants satisfy         
                The Archimedean copula formulation was used to generate the Class 1 
copula structure. This equation allows for more straightforward application while easing certain 
conditions. The general Class 1 Archimedean utility copula form is shown in Equation 5.6. 
                        
   ∏               
 
           (5.6) 
where            is the Archimedean form, 0 li  1, and  is the  Class 1 generator function.   
The method of determining the parameters to construct the Class 1 Archimedean Utility 
Copula is straightforward. The initial step was generation of the exponential risk-averse utility 
functions. The next step was determining indifference utility for a lottery consisting of the best 
and worst values for the two attributes in question. These indifference utilities will then be 
used for calculation of the scaling constants. The first lottery is used to determine the utility 
with the worst value for product age and the best value for product cost denoted as       ). 
The OEM must decide what the utility value for this state is when compared to an uncertain 
lottery consisting of the best and worst values for the two attributes. The indifference lottery is 
shown as       )         ),       ). The same method must be done for the opposite 
state with the best in product age and worst in product cost or        ). The Class 1 generator 
function  is then used to simplify the initial Archimedean functional form. The Class 1 
generator function   is shown in Equation 5.7. 
                                                    
      
     
, 0                                                  (5.7) 
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Once the Class 1 generator function is substituted into the Archimedean functional form 
then the Class 1 utility copula structure is derived as shown in Equation 5.8 
  C(Vx,Vy) = 
  
 
     
(                    ) (      (   (    )   ))
(     )
+b                (5.8) 
where C is the multiattribute copula, δ is the tradeoff parameter and Vi is the utility function  
In order to properly generate the Class 1 multiattribute utility copula C(Vx,Vy), the parameters 
lx,ly, ai and b need to be determined. Using the previous indifference utilities and a 
rearrangement of Eq. 8 at the margin, the following Equations 5.9-5.11 need to be solved 
simultaneously. 
                
    ))                  (5.9) 
  (    )        
    ))                                        (5.10) 
   
 
  
 
 
      
(       ) (   
    )
(     )
 
                  (5.11) 
Once these four parameters are determined then the Class 1 multiattribute copula can 
be generated. The Class 1 copula will generate a utility distribution incorporating the two 
attributes at their maximum marginal utility taking into account the OEM’s preferences for 
value recapture. The other benefit with using the utility copula approach is the need to not 
make the utility independence assumption among attributes. This incorporates a more realistic 
decision-making frame where one attribute value can affect how the decision-maker derives 
utility from another attribute. 
5.3 Multiattribute Copula Results and Discussion 
The first step in the analysis was to see how the attributes affected both each other and 
the overall utility. The Class 1 multiattribute utility copula was used to generate a utility surface 
diagram. The two attributes were normalized according to appropriate high and low value 
levels along with the utility when generating the surface diagram. The surface diagram was 
generated using the tradeoff parameter δ =1. This parameter represented the willingness to 
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trade one unit of cost for one unit of age for utility. The tradeoff parameter δ =1 represents the 
initial case of this analysis. This tradeoff parameter will be further investigated. The utility 
surface diagram is shown in Figure 5.2. 
 
Figure 5.2: Multiattribute utility surface diagram with tradeoff parameter δ =1 
The main conclusion from the surface diagram is that increasing both cost and age 
caused an increase in utility. The increase in one attribute while decreasing the other resulted 
in an overall lowering of the utility. It seemed that the product age decrease seemed to affect 
the overall utility value due to the position of the corner point relative to the opposite scenario 
involving decreased cost. The region of utility in between 0.1 to 0.2 seemed to have the widest 
band consisting of the two attribute values. This could represent the area of greatest flexibility 
on the part of the OEM in terms of product cost and age. It would seem that the incoming 
stream would mostly fall somewhere close to this region and the next in between 0.2 to 0.3. 
Knowing this information, the OEM could better adjust the attribute levels for consideration 
among decision alternatives. The ability for the OEM to find the correct attribute levels for 
maximizing the utility of the EOL processing activities is important for long-term viability.  
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The isopreference diagram was generated next for the initial case with tradeoff 
parameter δ =1. The isopreference curves represented the different combinations of attribute 
values that yielded the same utility value along each contour line. Figure 5.3 shows the results 
of the isopreference diagram for the initial case. 
 
Figure 5.3: Isopreference diagram for the initial case with tradeoff parameter δ =1 
The general trend for the initial case isopreference diagram is that curves start off being 
much shorter in length. This utility curves increase in length allowing for more combinations of 
attribute values. This increasing of both attributes results in lower utility curve length due to 
difficult of satisfying conditions. The decrease in one attribute while increases in the other 
seem to yield regions of higher utility attainability. This could inform OEMs of setting 
appropriate attribute levels for each decision alternative as well as managing expectations on 
return in excepted reprocessing value.  
Once the relationships among the two attributes were studied using the surface and 
isoquant diagram, the next step was evaluation of decision alternatives. This was done using 
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the decision tree and copula structure to determine the expected utility copula values. The 
general equation of the expected utility is shown in Equation 5.12. 
       ∑        
 
          (5.12) 
where the       is the decision alternative utility and the   is the age uncertainty probability. 
The parameter values for both age and cost were randomly generated for each branch 
with values corresponding to nature of the decision alternative and uncertainty. These 
parameter values were then input into the copula equation to generate a utility value for each 
of the branches. There are three utility values for each of the three uncertain decision 
alternatives. The expected utility copula value is generated by multiplying the utility values by 
the uncertainty probability as shown in Equation 5.12. This procedure results in three overall 
utility values representing the expected utility. This was done for the initial case with tradeoff 
parameter δ =1 to get a sense of how the OEM was to decide among the alternatives. Table 5.3 
shows the utility value results among the decision alternatives. 
 EOL Alternative Expected Utility Copula 
Incomplete Disassembly 0.7716 
Reconditioning 0.7510 
Destructive Disassembly 0.7324 
Complete Disassembly 0.7175 
Table 5.3: Decision tree alternatives and utility values with tradeoff parameter δ =1.0 
The results from Table 5.3 show that the best option for the OEM is to choose 
incomplete disassembly alternative for the used cellphones. This option focuses on value 
recovery from product sub-assemblies. The next best option would be to recondition the 
cellphones for resale. These options were then followed by destructive disassembly and finally 
complete disassembly. It would seem that choosing the attributes of product age and cost led 
to the valuing of modules and sub-assemblies over individual components. The tradeoff 
parameter valuing a one for one relationship also played a role in this outcome which means 
that an investigation of alternative tradeoff values is needed.  
The next step was a sensitivity analysis by looking into alternate values for some of the 
parameters used in order to see how they affected the expected utility values. The parameters 
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studied were the tradeoff parameter δ as well as the utility values for        ) and       ). 
These three parameters each affected the construction of the utility copula structure.  
The trade-off parameter was the first area that was looked into. There were two 
additional values that looked at both negative and positive relationships. The first value was δ = 
-1.5 which meant that the OEM was willing to tradeoff more of the product age attribute value 
to keep the product cost value. This essentially meant that greater value was placed on product 
cost which could be explained as certain higher cost products maintain value for a reasonable 
amount of time. The utility values for this condition are summarized in Table 5.4. 
EOL Alternative Expected Utility Copula 
Incomplete Disassembly 0.7119 
Destructive Disassembly 0.7061 
Reconditioning 0.7050 
Complete Disassembly 0.6842 
Table 5.4: Decision tree alternatives and utility values with tradeoff parameter δ =-1.5 
The results from Table 5.4 show similar results as the δ =1 condition. The best decision 
alternative based on the OEM’s preferences is incomplete disassembly. The difference in this 
situation is the order of the other three alternatives. There was a shift in order between 
reconditioning and destructive disassembly when compared to the δ =1 case. The second best 
option turned out to be destructive disassembly while before the second best option was 
reconditioning. The fourth best option remained complete disassembly indicating that 
component reuse was potentially less fulfilling than the other options. The second and last 
parameter value tested was δ =2.0 which represented willingness to trade two units of one 
attribute value for another. The results are summarized in Table 5.5. 
EOL Alternative Expected Utility Copula 
Incomplete Disassembly 0.7959 
Reconditioning 0.7921 
Destructive Disassembly 0.7402 
Complete Disassembly 0.7273 
Table 5.5: Decision tree alternatives and utility values with tradeoff parameter δ =2.0 
It is shown in Table 5.5 that results are similar to the base case example with δ =1.0. The 
best alternative to choose is the incomplete disassembly option followed by reconditioning, 
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destructive and complete disassembly. The main difference is that the overall utility values are 
higher for the δ =2.0. This could reflect the fact that the OEM derived more utility depending on 
the level of tradeoff between the attributes. The choice of attributes also affected how the 
tradeoff parameter behavior was interpreted by the OEM. This could inform the OEM when 
determining additional attributes for consideration. The analysis around the tradeoff parameter 
demonstrated that how the OEM valued certain attributes and the willingness to make 
tradeoffs between them affected the subsequent valuation of the decision alternatives. The 
decision alternatives for incomplete and complete disassembly resulted in the first and fourth 
position for each of the three tradeoff parameter values. This result also indicates that the OEM 
values the sub-assemblies more than the components when deciding specifically between 
those two EOL outcomes. The reasoning could be that sub-assemblies generate more value 
when reused or resold compared to the individual components. 
The next area of sensitivity analysis involved the utility values for       ) and  
       ). The first case focused on       ) which represents the maximum value for product 
age and the minimum value for the product cost. The utility values for       ) were ranged to 
incorporate values below and above the base case value of 0.20 while the        ) was kept 
constant. The utility values represented the indifference utility when compared to the 
uncertain lottery between best and worst values for the two attributes. The decision tree 
results are shown in Tables 5.6-5.7. 
U(x*, y0)=0.10 U(x*, y0)=0.15 U(x*, y0)=0.30 
Alternative Utility Alternative Utility Alternative Utility 
ID 0.6820 ID 0.7002 ID 0.7508 
R 0.6165 R 0.6807 R 0.7155 
CD 0.5588 CD 0.6576 CD 0.6776 
DD 0.5306 DD 0.6341 DD 0.6648 
Table 5.6: Decision tree alternatives and expected utility values for varying       )  
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U(x*, y0)=0.45 U(x*, y0)=0.50 
Alternative Utility Alternative Utility 
ID 0.7846 ID 0.8118 
R 0.7770 R 0.7942 
DD 0.7615 DD 0.7737 
CD 0.7598 CD 0.7630 
Table 5.7: Decision tree alternatives and expected utility values for varying       )  
It is shown in Tables 5.6 and 5.7 that the best decision alternative is incomplete 
disassembly (ID) while the second best alternative is reconditioning (R). This follows from 
previous results indicating the value for reusing sub-assemblies. The main difference under the 
condition in varying       ) is the ordering for the complete (CD) and destructive disassembly 
(DD) options. The complete disassembly option moves from third best to fourth best as the 
utility value increases. This could be the result of valuing the phone components less than raw 
materials. The phone costs are at the minimum level resulting in components that are enough 
to function for the designated phone lifetime but perhaps not enough reuse value when 
compared to a complete teardown for raw materials. 
The next utility value tested was the opposite situation with       ). This situation 
resulted from the minimum level for the product age and the maximum level for product cost. 
The utility values for       ) were ranged above and below the base case value of 0.15 while 
       ) was held constant. The decision tree results are shown in Tables 5.8 and 5.9. 
U(x0,y*)=0.10 U(x0,y*)=0.25 U(x0,y*)=0.35 
Alternative Utility Alternative Utility Alternative Utility 
ID 0.7203 DD 0.7670 DD 0.7695 
DD 0.7167 CD 0.7392 CD 0.7542 
CD 0.6976 ID 0.7351 ID 0.7451 
R 0.6124 R 0.6512 R 0.6611 
Table 5.8: Decision tree alternatives and expected utility values for varying U(x0,y*) 
U(x0,y*)=0.45 U(x0,y*)=0.50 
Alternative Utility Alternative Utility 
DD 0.7730 DD 0.7737 
ID 0.7567 CD 0.7631 
CD 0.7551 ID 0.7627 
R 0.7052 R 0.7127 
Table 5.9: Decision tree alternatives and expected utility values for varying U(x0,y*) 
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The results from Tables 5.8-5.9 show that the ordering among decision alternatives 
changing quite a bit when compared to the other analysis situations. The best decision 
alternative changes from incomplete disassembly to destructive disassembly when moving 
from a utility value of 0.1 to 0.25. This option remained the best alternative for the 
continuation of utility variance. The move to destructive disassembly could be explained by the 
fact that costs while at their maximum also are consisting of worst level for age. This means 
that the components and sub-assemblies could be judged as worth less than simple raw 
material recovery operations. There is an investment of time and labor resources put into 
careful disassembly operations to recover the components or intact sub-assemblies which in 
these situations could have been deemed as not worth the cost-benefit ratio.  The second best 
decision alternative switched from destructive to incomplete and then finally to complete 
disassembly. Similar behavior followed for the third best decision between complete and 
incomplete disassembly. The one exception was the reconditioning alternative which remained 
the fourth best option for all five cases. This could be explained that due to the quality of the 
aged cellphones, repairing and resale efforts would not be enough to recover value especially if 
there are stipulations on continued support operations through warranty. 
The multiattribute utility copula approach was used to try and analyze a decision 
problem facing OEMs over how best to reprocess used cellphones as well as recapture value on 
the part of the OEM. The focus on end-of-life operations centered around four decision 
alternatives as well as an age uncertainty parameter. The copula structure allowed for a 
relaxation of the utility independence assumption to reflect realistic attribute dependence 
valuation. The expected utility copula approach was used to evaluate among the decision 
alternatives. Sensitivity analysis was then conducted for three parameters integral to 
construction of the copula structure. The analysis focused on how the alteration of parameters 
affected the expected utility outcome and decision alternative positioning. Future work will 
look into adding more attributes representative of EOL operations. Decision alternatives will 
also be added to reflect alternate options that OEMs can use toward EOL goals.   
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6. Final Thoughts and Conclusions 
This work was conducted with support from the National Science Foundation (grant # 
NSF CMMI 1100177) and is gratefully acknowledged. This thesis provided work in trying to 
study and quantify aspects of decision-making. This approach was brought into the two very 
different decision fields of aircraft repair and end-of-life electronics reprocessing. It was shown 
in the aircraft repair decision problem that the use of visuals and user interaction resulted in 
greater understanding of the decision problem. The experimental study was conducted in order 
to provide initial data on how a 3D immersive computing environment could be used to 
facilitate better decision-making through greater understanding of the decision context. 
Greater emphasis on visual cues and interactive tools within the immersive environment would 
then enable decision makers to explore decision alternatives with the focus more on how 
certain judgments would affect the outcome rather than just the outcome itself. Elements of 
decision theory such as perceptions of risk and attribute preferences were explored briefly in 
order to understand the role that visual feedback would have on these areas.  
The impact of electronics on the environment was investigated through a lifecycle 
analysis. Cellphones were the subject of the analysis due it being representative of issues 
related to e-waste such as everyday presence, potentially hazardous production materials and 
increasingly shorter designated lifecycles leading to faster disposal. Cellphones have been 
identified as an area of increased focus due to shift in usage over the years all over the world. 
The lifecycle analysis used three different approaches each of which had slight differences in 
metrics. These approaches signified the percentages of impact on the environment and human 
health that certain cellphone components could exert if not disposed of properly. This lifecycle 
analysis also provided insight into possible redesign such as with different production materials 
focusing less on easily disposable plastics or designing printed circuit boards for greater ease in 
disassembly. 
A multiattribute utility copula approach was used in order to aid an OEM in choosing 
among decision alternatives. Two attributes were determined to aid in screening incoming 
disposed cellphones for suitability of reprocessing through one of four decision alternatives. 
The copula structure took into account attribute dependence which followed realistic behavior 
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which added to desire of usage. The multiattribute copula results seemed to indicate that 
cellphone sub-assemblies were more valuable based on the OEM preferences. Analysis on 
copula parameters seemed to confirm this due to consistent expected utility performance for 
the incomplete disassembly decision alternative. The results showed that the copula approach 
was a viable decision-making tool for judgment among multiple attributes and decision 
alternatives while incorporating the inherent uncertainty in the decision problem. 
Future work will look into adding to these two decision problems of aircraft repair and 
electronic product recovery. The aircraft repair decision problem has been shown to be rich 
with possibility in examining user choice as well as role of visual feedback and user interaction. 
The next steps would involve designing a 3D immersive computing environment to simulate the 
aircraft repair situation presented in this work. The intention is to be able to compare how 3D 
visuals would affect preference functions with the damage visuals/Excel cost model interaction 
described in this work. The immersive environment would consist of four repair scenarios of 
varying damage sources. The user would role-play as a repair operator deciding on the three 
repair options provided while afterwards filling out an assessment form that describes the 
user’s understanding of tradeoffs and preference. The visuals of damage during the 
experimental simulation would also be more interactive with repair choice so that the decision 
maker would comprehend consequences of certain actions or system parameters. This would 
allow for further study of how certain repair industry heuristics could be refined or mitigated 
depending on the typical heuristic outcome. 
The cellphone and end-of-life product recovery decision problem is also desirable for 
further investigation. The lifecycle analysis work provided in this thesis was desired to serve as 
a baseline estimate for the cellphone impact in order to generate further study. The next steps 
are toward quantifying the environmental effects of a smartphone which should yield different 
effects then what was shown in this thesis. Smartphone usage has been growing at a rapid rate 
with equally rapid advance in technological specifications. Proper EOL collection activities need 
to be designed in order to meet this influx of used products once the effects on the 
environment are more well-established. Future work will also be conducted on the EOL 
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collection and reprocessing decisions by building from the multiattribute copula analysis 
presented in this thesis. There were four decisions that each represented an aspect or goal in 
EOL value recollection. It is desired to add more decision alternatives in order to add complexity 
and uncertainty on the part of the operator. The addition of more attributes is also desired in 
order to better describe the incoming cellphone feedstock as well as providing clearer 
distinctions when deciding among the alternatives. It is believed that these future steps will be 
able to add knowledge to the decision problems related to aircraft repair and EOL product 
recovery. The intent is to further the understanding of how visualizations can affect how a 
decision maker understands of the decision problem and preference function. The generation 
of tools such as the multiattribute utility copula allowed for initial understanding of how firms 
could best decide on value recapture through various EOL reprocessing activities.  
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